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Abstract
The study of correlations between residues in distal regions of a protein structure
may provide insights into the mechanism of protein folding. Such long-range
correlations may exist between distant residues that are conserved by evolution or
physically related by motion. Two computational approaches, one involving hidden
Markov models (HMMs) and the other applying molecular dynamics (MD), were
implemented to identify a comprehensive set of residue couplings, as well as provide
possible explanations for the correlations. HMMs were employed to model the
secondary structural elements of proteins in order to discover residues correlated by
coevolution. MD simulations and cross-correlation analyses were performed to
determine residues coupled by motion.
The protein system that was chosen for the study of long-range correlated
residues was the fifth binding module (LR5) of the low-density lipoprotein receptor
(LDLR) which regulates the cholesterol level in the bloodstream. The LR5 repeat is
crucial to the binding of LDLR to lipoprotein particles that carry cholesterol. The HMM
and MD approach identified correlations between residues that have been postulated to
bind to a particular type of lipoprotein and residues involved in calcium ion
coordination which maintains the folding of the LDLR structure. Energetic pathways of
the LR5 module were constructed to provide insights into structural stability and
functional importance of the residue couplings.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Proteins possess the wondrous ability to assemble into complex three-
dimensional structures that are determined by their one-dimensional amino acid
sequences. They have evolved to perform specific functions that are dependent on their
structure. From catalysts to transporters, proteins play a versatile role in all biological
processes, yet there is still much about them that remains unknown.
The study of correlated motions between amino acids may provide insights into
the mechanism of protein folding. Discovering highly coupled residue positions in
proteins has yielded a more complete understanding of inter-domain communication in
protein structures and functional energetic distribution in proteins [1-2]. Since bonded
residues are expected to be strongly correlated based on proximity and similarity in
phase and period of motion, it would be more intriguing to identify correlations
between residues that are far apart from one another in a given protein structure [3].
Such long-range correlations may exist between distant residues that are chemically or
physically related. Studies on strongly coupled residues in distal regions of proteins can
reveal residues or inter-residue interactions that are crucial for maintaining protein
architecture and stability.
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1.1 Existing Techniques
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations combined with cross-correlation analyses
is a relatively established method for analyzing the domain structure in proteins and
more specifically, for discovering residues with correlated motions. By solving
Newton's equations of motion for the atoms of macromolecules and the surrounding
solvent, MD simulations can reveal relationships between the structure and function of
proteins [1]. Based on the notion that completely correlated residues move in the same
direction and anticorrelated residues move in opposite directions, MD cross-correlation
analysis computes the cross-correlation coefficients for atomic displacements, typically
for a-carbon atoms [4]. The correlated motions of amino acids are captured as entries of
cross-correlation coefficients in a two-dimensional dynamical cross-correlation map
(DCCM) of all the possible residue pairs of a protein [1].
Although MD cross-correlation analysis is a technique for finding intra-domain
and inter-domain communications in the form of regions of correlated motion on a
DCCM, it is difficult to determine and experimentally validate which residues and
structural elements beyond the active site are associated with the correlated motion [2].
Statistical coupling analysis (SCA) is a method that identifies specific residue positions
coupled by coevolution [2]. Given a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of a protein
family, SCA measures statistical interactions between amino acid positions to determine
conserved functional coupling of sites [2]. Applications of SCA in protein-ligand
interactions generalize proteins to be sparsely coupled systems with strongly coevolving
residues that are far apart in structure [7]. SCA has been validated by nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) and protein engineering studies performed on particular biological
systems (i.e., PDZ (Post-synaptic Density-95/Discs large/Zonula occludens-1) domains
and G (Guanine nucleotide-binding) proteins) [2, 5-6]. Together, MD simulations and
SCA can uncover highly correlated residue pairs that are coupled by motion and
coevolution [5].
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1.2 A Novel Approach
Similar to SCA, a novel approach that applies Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
optimized by a simulated annealing algorithm has been created here to identify residues
that have coevolved. While HMMs have generally been used in bioinformatics to
generate and classify protein sequences that fold up to a particular structure and in areas
of speech recognition [8, 9], they can also provide a framework for understanding how
different positions within a protein structure depend on one another. In this technique,
protein structures are modeled as HMMs that are trained on a set of amino acid
sequences, i.e. the MSA of a protein family. The HMM parameters are optimized by a
simulated annealing protocol and Monte Carlo sampling procedure [10]. Simulated
annealing minimizes an objective function, in this case, an energy function, over a large
space to find the global extremum by gradually "cooling" the system until it
"crystallizes" at its minimum energy conformation. The advantage of using this
algorithm is that simulated annealing, in principle, avoids being trapped at local
minima; however, it requires an in-depth understanding of the system in order to arrive
at an optimal cooling schedule [10]. By modeling a protein using an HMM optimized by
simulated annealing, predictions can be made on residue couplings in the structure, and
these correlations may reveal amino acids that are significant to protein folding,
structure, function, and protein-protein interactions.
Both the optimized HMM method and SCA use amino acid sequences and
probabilistic models as a means to detect residue pairs that share long-range
correlations, but they do not explain why those residues are coupled. In light of this
limitation, MD simulations and cross-correlation analyses may be used in addition to the
HMM approach to provide not only a more comprehensive set of residue couplings but
also possible explanations for the correlations. Identifications of couplings by both
HMM and MD suggest that the residue pairs coevolved because of structural
constraints, whereas identifications of couplings by HMM alone imply that the residue
pairs coevolved due to non-structural constraints. For correlations discovered by MD
15
only, the residues are considered to be coupled by motion and not coevolution.
Therefore, a combination of HMMs, simulated annealing, and MD simulation
techniques demonstrates the potential to provide insights into residues that are
relatively distant in the structure, but chemically or physically related.
1.3 The Protein System
The low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) was chosen to develop the
optimized HMM approach and study long-range correlations between residues in the
structure. LDLR is a transmembrane protein that binds to lipoproteins, which are
molecules that carry cholesterol, in order to regulate the cholesterol level in the
bloodstream [11, 12]. Two types of lipoproteins are the low-density lipoprotein (LDL) -
the "bad" cholesterol - and the high-density lipoprotein (HDL) - the "good" cholesterol.
Elevated levels of LDL are correlated with the occurrence of atherosclerosis, whereas
high levels of HDL are associated with a decrease in the incidence of cardiovascular
events [13]. The main ligands that LDLR binds to are LDL particles that contain a single
copy of apolipoprotein B-100, and P-migrating very low-density lipoprotein (P-VLDL)
particles that are composed of multiple copies of apolipoprotein E [12, 14]. When the
LDL receptor binds to a lipoprotein molecule, the cell surface folds inward and
"pinches" off to form a vesicle (Figure 1-1). At endosomal pH, LDLR releases the
lipoprotein and is recycled to the surface to continue removing cholesterol from the
bloodstream [12].
A number of mutations in the sequence of LDLR lead to elevated plasma levels
of LDL, presumably because the receptor loses its ability to bind to lipoprotein particles.
Familial hypercholesterolemia (FH), an autosomal dominant genetic disease that occurs
in one out of 500 people, is associated with such mutations that lead to increased levels
of LDL in the bloodstream [11]. Patients with the heterozygous form of FH have a
greater risk of developing coronary artery disease at an early age. Unlike the
heterozygotes who inherited one inactive copy of the mutated LDLR gene, FH
16
homozygotes have two damaged copies of the LDLR gene, and therefore run a higher
risk of atherosclerosis and premature death [15].
LDL
LDLR extracellular space
cytos 0
LDL
LDL
endosome
Figure 1-1: Mechanism of LDLR binding to lipoprotein. LDLR mediates the cellular
intake of lipoproteins by capturing LDL into the cell and then releasing it at a low pH
[12].
Over 900 LDLR mutations have been associated with FH. These mutations can
be categorized into five classes which relate to defects in 1) synthesis (failure to produce
LDLR), 2) transport (failure to transport LDLR to the cell surface), 3) ligand binding
activity (inability of LDLR to bind to LDL), 4) internalization (inability of LDLR to
cluster in clathrin-coated pits and internalize LDL), and 5) recycling (inability of LDLR
to release LDL into the endosome and return to the cell surface) [11]. Nevertheless,
there is much that remains unknown about the mechanism and the effects of more than
400 FH missense mutations, where a single base pair substitution inserts a different
amino acid at that position in the LDLR sequence [11]. Therefore, the study of LDLR
and its mutants is important to gaining insight into the role of molecular structure and
function in the evolution of human disease. Furthermore, LDLR is a prototype for a
class of transmembrane receptors, including LDLR-related proteins (LRP), VLDLR,
apolipoprotein E receptor 2, and megalin. Its LR repeats are one of the most common
extracellular protein modules [16]. Consequently, it may be possible to extend any
insights on LDLR to the other cell-surface receptors. By developing a better
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understanding of LDLR's structure and function, fundamental questions, such as how
do proteins work and how do residues interact with one another, can be addressed.
1.4 The Structure of LDLR
Michael Brown and Joseph Goldstein identified the LDL receptor as the origin of
FH and received the Nobel Prize for this accomplishment in 1985 [17]. With a total of
839 amino acids, the LDL receptor consists of seven cysteine-rich repeated modules
(LR1-LR7) each containing about 40 amino acids [12, 14]. Each LR repeat has a calcium-
ion binding site that is essential to the maintenance of the receptor's folded structure and
to the binding of lipoprotein [14]. From studies involving the deletion of individual
modules and site-directed mutagenesis of conserved residues within each module, the
LR5 repeat has been shown to be crucial to the binding of both LDL and P-VLDL [18].
Removing only the LR5 module inhibits the binding of P-VLDL, but for LDL particles,
the deletion of any one of ligand binding repeats LR3-7 reduces binding [16, 18].
The epidermal growth factor (EGF) precursor homology domain is attached to
the ligand-binding region, and it is composed of three EGF-like domains (A, B, C) and a
p-propeller, as shown in Figure 1-2 [15]. Consisting of six YWTD modules, the P-
propeller is important in carrying and releasing lipoprotein into the cell [14]. The EGF
precursor domain is also connected to a sugar-linked chain, which is attached to a
membrane-spanning domain and cytoplasmic tail [12]. Of the receptor's modular
regions, the LR binding modules have been the main focus of researchers fascinated
with the implications of FH mutations on LDLR. Since the LR5 repeat is essential to the
binding of lipoprotein, it is the protein module of interest here.
cytoplasmic
LR 1 LR 2 LR3 LR 4 LR5 LR 6 LR7 Afor B mp~~. tai
Figure 1-2: Modular regions of LDLR. The LDL receptor consists of seven LR modules,
three EGF repeats, a P-propeller, O-linked sugar domain, transmembrane (TM) region,
and a cytoplasmic tail [15].
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Figure 1-3: LR5 and calcium ion coordination. (a) The crystallized LR5 structure is
bound to a calcium ion (green sphere), and its backbone is outlined in ribbon form. (b)
Residues W193, D196, G198, D200, D206, and E207 are within 2.5 A of the calcium ion
and play a role in fixing the calcium ion [19].
In 1997, the structure of LR5 was solved by X-ray crystallography to 1.7A, as
shown in Figure 1-3a [19]. This structure revealed a significant feature of the LR5
binding module - the positively charged calcium ion (Ca 2+) is coordinated by a series of
highly conserved negatively charged acidic residues in the LR modules [19]. In addition
to these acidic residues, amino acids W193 and G198 are involved in fixing the calcium
ion (Figure 1-3b). The structure of the calcium-ion binding site suggests that the calcium
ion is required for stable folding of the LDLR structure [19]. Further, the residues that
line the Ca2+-binding site have been mutated in some forms of FH, suggesting that the
calcium ion either becomes eliminated or displaced from the native configuration in
mutated forms of LR5 [19]. This is thought to be secondary to the fact that some of these
mutations replaced the negatively charged residues which coordinate the calcium ion
with either neutrally or positively charged amino acids [19]. Thus, the disruption in the
Ca2+-binding site may destabilize LDLR [19].
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1.5 The Big Picture
The long-term goal of this research is to understand how FH-derived mutations
affect the structure of LDLR. In order to gain insight into the structure and function of
LDLR, an HMM will be created to analyze homologous LR5 sequences. This model will
be used to discover residues distant in the structure that have coevolved. Additionally,
MD simulations and cross-correlation analyses will be used to identify correlated
residues in distal regions, which can be compared with the set of coupled residues
resulting from the HMM method in order to determine a more comprehensive collection
of correlations for the LR5 module.
Long-range correlations in LR5 can be used to help design novel therapies to
improve the LDL receptor-lipoprotein binding deficiency in patients with FH. As
shown in Figure 1-4, a long-range correlation can occur between a residue near the
binding site and a residue far away from the active site of an FH-mutated LDLR. A
substrate can be engineered, for example, to attach to the distant residue and induce a
structural change in the mutated LDLR, thereby triggering the long-range coupled
residue at the active site and enabling the receptor to assume its native conformation
and function.
FH-mutated
LDLR 9p@o o
Long-range
correlations
Figure 1-4: Long-range correlations in LDLR. In this scenario, the receptor has been
mutated and can no longer bind to lipoprotein particles. It has two residues (in red) that
are long-range correlated where one is at the binding site and the other is farther away.
With few experimental techniques available to study long-range correlations
within proteins, Chapter 2 discusses computational methods that include the HMMs
optimized by a simulated annealing protocol and the MD simulations used to identify
residue couplings.
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Chapter 2
Methods
Modeling the LR5 repeat with a hidden Markov model (HMM) was employed to
discover correlations between residues located in distal regions of the protein. The
HMM method utilized sequence alignment, where LR5 sequences were obtained from
protein database search programs such as FASTA and BLAST [20, 21]. In addition to
this approach, molecular dynamics (MD) was used to simulate the dynamics of residues
within the LR5 module, and cross-correlation analyses were performed on the resulting
trajectory of protein structures. A comparison was made between the sets of highly
coupled residues from the HMM approach and the MD simulations to further assess the
degree of correlation between residues. In the following sections, a discussion of each of
these techniques is provided.
2.1 Hidden Markov Model
A HMM is a finite set of states that models a system as a Markov process with
unobserved, or hidden, parameters which can be determined from observable
parameters. These hidden parameters can later be extracted for further analysis, as
demonstrated in HMM applications in bioinformatics and speech recognition [8, 9, 22].
An HMM is a five-tuple (N, M, FD, H, X,) characterized by:
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1) N, the number of hidden states in a model, where state si for i = 1, 2,..., N can
have physical significance (e.g., a state represents a word in some HMMs used in speech
recognition or a secondary structure element in HMMs used in structural prediction) [8,
9, 22].
2) M, the number of possible observations (e.g., sounds forming a word in speech
models, or amino acids in HMMs in computational biology) for a state [9]. The model
can generate a sequence of observations denoted as 0 = 01, 02,..., oT, where an
observation ot = {rk} for k = 1, 2,..., M at time t = 1, 2,..., T, where rk is an observation
symbol and T is the number of observations in a sequence [22].
3) D = {ij}, the distribution of state transition probabilities dij = P(qti = sj I qt = si)
for all possible pairs of (i, j) where i, j =1, 2,..., N, and qt denotes the hidden state at time
t (i.e., q = {sil for i as previously defined) [22].
4) H = {hkj}, the distribution of observation probabilities hk = P(ot = rk I qt = sj) with k
and j as previously defined [22].
Definition. The state transition matrix (D is defined as an N x N matrix where each
entry (i, j) is a transitional probability represented as
ij = P(qti = si I qt = si), i, j =1, 2,..., N (2.1)
where qt is the state q at time t.
Definition. The residue distribution matrix H is an M x N matrix that contains the
observation probabilities H(k, j) where
hkj = P(ot = rk I qt = sj), k =1,2,..., M and j = 1, 2,..., N (2.2)
where ot is an observation generated at t to form an observation sequence 0.
5) Xo, the initial distribution of states where xi = P(qo = si) for i = 1, 2,..., N [22].
Thus, an HMM requires the initialization of observation symbols (rk), model parameters
(N and M), and probability measures (0, H, and Xo). In general, HMMs can be used to
determine the probability or likelihood of an observable sequence given an HMM, or to
find the most optimal arrangement of hidden states [22].
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In speech recognition, HMMs have been used to produce sequence of words
that are most likely to match an acoustic signal [8, 22]. In structural biology, HMMs
have been used to generate and classify sequences that adopt a particular structure [9].
They have also been employed to predict secondary structure elements (e.g., alpha
helices, turns, beta strands, bends, and coils) from protein sequences [9]. The observable
parameters are protein sequences that contain n amino acids. The hidden states of the
HMM are the secondary structure elements, and their connections are specified by the
state transitions in a Markov chain. The observed amino acid sequences are related to
the underlying secondary structure elements through observation probabilities hi as
demonstrated in Figure 2-1. The HMM is trained on a finite collection of protein
sequences, such that the connections between the hidden states can be inferred for the
given set of observable sequences [23]. Such an HMM was created to model the LR5
repeat, and its set of parameters along with the approach to find the most optimal model
for the ligand-binding module are described in the following sections.
T1,2 TN-1,N
S1S2 ........... NI SN
h T2,1 h2 hN- YN,N-1 hN
06..06
Figure 2-1: State transition diagram of an HMM. In the HMM, si represents the jth state
of the Markov model, and r is the observable output from state i. pij represents the
transition probability from states i to j, and hi is the output emission probability of state i.
2.1.1 Observable Sequences and Model Parameters
Nine aligned sequences homologous to the LR5 repeat were chosen, along with
the original LR5 sequence, to form ten observable sequences for training the HMM. The
gaps represented by dashes in Figure 2-2 are integral to the alignment process. They
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account for insertions and deletions in amino acid sequences over time. The gaps
increased the length of the sequences to 46 observation symbols from 37 residues for the
LR5 structure that was obtained from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) using PDB ID: 1AJJ
[24]. The number of sequences in the data set was determined by a threshold cutoff
describing the degree of similarity between the LR5 module and the homologous
sequences. The HMM was trained on this set of ten sequences generated by FASTA, a
widely used tool such as BLAST for searching protein databases for homologous
sequences [20, 21].
PCSAFEFHC-----LS- -GECIHSSWRCDGGPDCKDKSDE--ENCA
GCHTDEFQCR---- LD--GLCIPLRWRCDGDTDCMDSSDE--KSCE
SCSSTQFKC-----NS--GRCIPEHWTCDGDNDCGDYSDETHANCT
TCRPDEFQC-----SD--GNCIHGSRQCDREYDCKDMSDE--VGCV
TCRPDEFQC-----SD--GNCIHGSRQCDREYDCKDLSDE--VGCV
RCERNEFQC-----QD- -GKCISYKWVCDGSAECQDGSDESQETCL
-CRIHEISCGA--- HS- -TQCIPVSWRCDGENDCDSGEDE--ENCG
SCPPGQFRCSEPPGAH- -GECYPQDWLCDGHPDCDDGRDE--WGCG
RCPPGQFRCSEPPGAH--GECYPQDWLCDGHPDCDDGRDE--WGCG
TCKSGDFSC-----GGRVNRCIPQFWRCDGQVDCDNGSDE--QGC-
Figure 2-2: Sequence alignment of aligned LR5 sequences. Of the ten homologous
sequences from FASTA with gaps (dashes) inserted, the first sequence is of the LR5
structure with PDB ID: 1AJJ [20, 24]. All cysteine residues (underlined C's) are aligned.
The number of observations is M = 21, where the observations are the twenty
amino acids plus the symbol for a gap. The number of hidden states, N = 38, is equal to
the number of secondary structure elements in the LR5 module plus an "end state",
which marks the end of the Markov chain. The "end state" is attached to the C-terminal
of each observable sequence to ensure that Markov chains (or sequences) of length N =
38 are generated. The state si corresponds to a secondary structure element for i = 1, 2,...,
N.
2.1.2 Probability Measures and Equations of State
The HMM that was created to model the LR5 repeat includes three probability
measures: the state transition matrix (c0), the residue distribution matrix (H), and the
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initial state distribution vector (Xo). The state transition matrix consists of the entries #ij,
the conditional probability of transitioning to state si given the current state si. The
residue distribution matrix contains the entries hki, the conditional probability of
observing residue rk given that the model is in state si. The N x 1 initial state distribution
vector is a set of xo(si), which is the probability of the model being in state si at time t = 0
[91.
Given a model D =f (N, M, 0, H, Xo), the HMM can be used to compute the
probability that a particular residue occurs at a specific position along the sequence of an
LR5 module. This probability is captured by the M x 1 output distribution vector, Yt(ot),
which consists of yt(rk), the probability of observing residue rk at time t. The
relationships of the HMM parameters are given by
Xt= Xt-i1 (2.3)
Yt= H Xt (2.4)
where Eq. 2.3 shows the state evolution from one state to the next, and Eq. 2.4
corresponds to the state output of the model [25]. In order to determine the probability
measures of an HMM that would best model the LR5 repeat, an optimization algorithm
called simulated annealing, which is discussed in Section 2.1.3, was used to search the
HMM space for the most optimal model.
Definition. The HMM space U is a collection of all possible state transition matrices,
for some fixed N.
N
U= {1: Oij>0 and O j= 11, i,j=1, 2,..., N (2.5)
i=1
Before applying the simulated annealing algorithm, the probability measures of
the LR5 HMM need to be initialized. Figure 2-3 shows the starting value of the state
transition matrix D as a Markov chain where state si (indexed by column) transitions to
state si+1 (indexed by row) with probability one. A sequential form was chosen for D
over other possible values (e.g., random or uniform state transition distribution) because
it corresponds to the known structure of the LR5 module. The residue distribution
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matrix H was created based on the secondary structure elements of the LR5 repeat
obtained from the PDB [24], and the amino acid probability distribution over the
different secondary structure elements that were defined in [9] (see Figure 2-3). The
initial state distribution vector Xo starts the model at the first state si, as shown in the
state evolution equation of Figure 2-3.
(D
0 0 0 0 ... ... 0
1 0 0 0 ... ... 0
0 1 0 0 ...... 0
0 0 1 0 ...... 0
0.
0
0 0 0 --- 0 1 1
38 states (columns)
H
x
X0
1
0
0
0
38 states (rows)
X X1
0.1244 ... ... ... ...
0.0561 ... ... ... ...
0.0000 ...... ... ...
38 states (columns)
21 observations (rows) x 38 states (rows)
Figure 2-3: HMM equations. The matrix representations of the HMM state evolution
(top) and output equations (bottom) are shown only for the initial conditions of the
model.
After optimization, it is possible to examine and analyze the state transition
matrix for long-range residue couplings. The transition probabilities of CD that are not
one off the diagonal (i.e., the entries of the matrix that were initialized to a value of zero)
provide a measure of the correlations between residues that are not adjacently bonded in
the ligand-binding repeat. The transition matrix entries were normalized prior to
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X1
Y1
x
analysis, by subtracting the mean of the transition probabilities of residue pairs
(excluding self pairs, adjacent pairs, and disulfide bonded pairs) and then dividing by
their standard deviation. These normalized probabilities which can range from negative
infinity to positive infinity are called Z-scores, where high Z-scores signify strong
correlations and low Z-scores suggest weak correlations. Hence, the HMM establishes a
framework for understanding how residues within a protein can be correlated with one
another.
2.1.3 Simulated Annealing
A simulated annealing algorithm was used to find a suitable HMM that models
the LR5 repeat. Simulated annealing is an optimization technique that minimizes an
objective function over a large space to find the global extremum by gradually "cooling"
the system until it "crystallizes" at its minimum energy state [26]. As the temperature
decreases, the algorithm introduces perturbations to the system and generates Markov
chains in search of a more desirable state. The temperature, also known as a control
parameter, has no physical meaning in this context and it is gradually decreased
throughout the process. At high temperatures, the system's state space is randomly
sampled, but as the temperature approaches zero, the system approaches its global
minimum [26].
One advantage of using simulated annealing is that the algorithm is less likely to
be trapped at local minima; however, the cost is that it requires an in-depth
understanding of the system in order to obtain an optimal cooling schedule [10].
Simulated annealing has been used to find reasonable solutions to the traveling
salesman problem [26], in addition to the design of complex integrated circuits (e.g., the
placement and route of transistors on a chip), computer task scheduling problems, and
cryptograms [27, 28]. In the realm of biology, simulated annealing has been applied to
the general optimization of biomolecular structures [10, 29]. The implementation of the
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simulated annealing protocol is described in Sections 2.1.3.1 to 2.1.3.3 and provided as a
MATLAB program in Appendix A.
2.1.3.1 Definition of Energy Function
In this study, simulated annealing was used to find an optimal model of the LR5
module by taking varying steps in the HMM space to minimize an objective energy
function. The algorithm makes steps of size 6 by perturbing (i.e., adding or subtracting)
the transition probabilities 4pij by some 6 ij, where 10-4 < ij 1 for i, j = 1, 2,..., N. The
energy function is defined in terms of the HMM parameters as
E = -log( P(O I D) ) (2.6)
where E denotes the absolute energy of a transition matrix and P(O I D) is the
probability of generating protein sequence 0 for a given HMM model, D [10]. Since a
high value is preferred for the likelihood of the model, the corresponding low energy
calculated from Eq. 2.6 helps achieve the simulated annealing objective of minimizing
the energy function. On the other hand, a low likelihood that is associated with high
energy is undesirable.
Using a discrete Bayesian filter, the energy was computed by summing all
log(P(ot = rI 0i'-1, D)), the incremental log likelihood of model D for each residue rk in
the generated sequence, which can be written as log(P(ot = rkI Olt-')) when D is omitted
for simplicity, that is, as everything is conditioned on the model, it is not necessary to
specifically include it in the probability sum; Oit- = {07, 02,..., Ot-1} denotes the
observations up to time t-1. Bayesian filtering is a mathematical framework that
recursively calculates a posterior distribution based on prior knowledge [30]. For the
HMM modeling the LR5 repeat, P(ot I Ot7) is the posterior distribution of an
observation o at time t given Oit-1; the history of measurements includes the probability
of the observations up to t-1 given the observation ot, denoted as P(OQl- I ot = rk), and the
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posterior distribution P(ot-i I 01t) at time t-1. The discrete Bayesian filtering is defined
as:
T
P(O D) =I P(ot =rk |0P-
t=1
T
lt 0- =r - P(o -r I ot_) p(o_ 101-2 (2.7)
where P(ot = rk I ot-1) is the probability of the observation at time t given the observation
at the previous time t-I [30].
If the absolute energy of the current transition matrix denoted as Ecurrent was less
than or equal to Eprevious, the energy of the transition matrix generated at the previous time
step, then the time step was accepted. Otherwise, the current time step was accepted
based on the Metropolis criterion, or the Boltzmann distribution, p, as given by
p oc exp (Ecurrent Eprevious) (2.8)
pcurrent
where Tcurrent is the present temperature.
2.1.3.2 Monte Carlo Sampling Protocol
A Monte Carlo sampling protocol was designed to introduce perturbations to the
HMM in order to create a new Markov chain that would be accepted with a probability
given by the Boltzmann distribution [31]. The sampling protocol generated random
positive numbers within an interval, (min(104, (D(i, j) - 6ij), (D(i, j) + 6ij) for two transition
probabilities (D(i = a, j) and (D(i = b, j) where j is the index of the state that the model is
currently in, i represents the index of the state that the model could transition to, and a, b
= 1, 2,..., N for a b. All possible states that the model might be in (i.e., all column
indices of (D) could be perturbed except for the "end state" (i.e., the last column) because
the "end state" denotes the end of the Markov chain, which guarantees that Markov
chains containing N-1 amino acids would always be generated. All states that the model
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could transition to (i.e., all row indices of cD) could be perturbed, including the "end
state". For every change in a randomly chosen modifiable column, the properties of (D
denoted in Eq. 2.5 were preserved. One hundred of these random changes were
performed per Monte Carlo time step.
The ratio of accepted Monte Carlo steps to the total number of Monte Carlo trials
generated by the sampling protocol at a temperature is called the average acceptance
ratio, AR, which is a function of temperature [31]. As the temperature is decremented,
the Boltzmann probability decreases (Eq. 2.8), which results in fewer time steps being
accepted and a lower acceptance ratio. To increase the AR, small step sizes associated
with small energy changes are necessary, whereas large step sizes corresponding to
large energy changes cause Markov chains to be rejected with high probability, thus
reducing AR [31]. Since the ideal average acceptance ratio ARideal is 0.5, the AR needs to
be adjusted accordingly (i.e., incremented if lower or decremented if higher than the
ideal value). The acceptance ratio method (ARM) was employed in the simulated
annealing protocol to update the step size after the sampling protocol was performed
[31]. The ARM method was essential because it allowed the optimization algorithm to
make bigger steps at higher temperatures in order to sample a large region of the HMM
space and find a favorable area to start the simulation. Additionally, the ARM method
provided the algorithm with the ability to make smaller steps at lower temperatures
when it approached to the global minimum in the HMM space. Initially, the step sizes
6ij are initialized to one, and then they are updated by
8,old x 10g( ARideal) A O(29Jij,new = ,o(R AR >0 (2.9)ii~newlog(AR)
where 104 bijold, 6 ijnew 1 [31].
2.1.3.3 Annealing Schedule
An annealing schedule was defined with the following components [10]:
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1. An initial temperature value.
For the starting temperature T,, a high value of 90 was chosen such that at least
95% of the Monte Carlo steps were initially accepted, which allowed a large region of
the HMM space to be sampled.
2. A decrement function that reduces the temperature.
The temperature Tn was periodically reduced throughout the simulated
annealing protocol by a decrement function from [10], as given by
Tn+j = Tn - min ATn, In (2.10)
2
where Tn was never reduced by more than half its temperature. The decrement in
temperature, AT,, was defined by
2vT"l if number of time steps > 3r (2.11)
AI = Tna(EO)
T2
T otherwise (2.12)
4u(Eo)
where v=1 is the thermodynamic distance, Tn is the relaxation time in Monte Carlo time
steps for a Markov chain at Tn, u(Eo) is the root mean square (rms) fluctuation in energy
of the Markov chain with average energy Eo, and 0.25 is a heuristic factor determined by
previous work in another simulated annealing schedule [10].
At high temperatures (i.e., AR > 0.6), Eq. 2.12 with the heuristic factor was used
in the algorithm to decrement the current temperature because the average energy as a
function of time steps relaxes very quickly at high temperatures, which means [n would
be 0, so Eq. 2.11 would not be appropriate to use. For all other temperatures, the
average energy of the Markov chain at each time step was plotted and estimated to an
exponential decaying function given by
f(t)=axexp -- + c (2.13)
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The average energy of the chain was expected to decay with relaxation time b, but if this
was not the case (e.g., the estimated value of b was less than the lower bound of Tn,
which was defined as the minimum number of Monte Carlo time steps multiplied by
0.001), then the plot of the average energy of the Markov chain generated at that
temperature was not fitted, and the temperature was decremented using Eq. 2.12.
Otherwise, the average energy plot was fitted to Eq. 2.13. From the fit, if Tn was positive
and the number of Monte Carlo time steps was greater than 3Tn, then the Markov chain
was considered to have relaxed, in which case, Eq. 2.11 was applied. For all other cases
(e.g., the number of time steps was less than 3T,), the algorithm performed another
iteration of sampling the HMM space at the same temperature and accepted or rejected
the generated Markov chain. If the number of time steps for a given temperature
exceeded the maximum number of Monte Carlo time steps, which was defined as five
times the minimum number of time steps, then the temperature was automatically
decremented by Eq. 2.12, so that the algorithm would not run forever.
3. The Markov chain's length for each temperature.
The length of the Markov chain at each temperature was determined by the
relaxation time tn. The number of Monte Carlo time steps per temperature needed to be
a multiple of 260,110, which was equal to the product of the number of degrees of
freedom (26,011) and the number of samples per degree (ten) which was arbitrarily
chosen to ensure that each degree of freedom was adequately sampled. The number of
degrees of freedom, F, was calculated by
N
F = N-1 states x 2 pairs of states in a column of (D (2.14)
where N-1 = 37 is the number of current states (or columns) that could be perturbed
during the Monte Carlo sampling protocol, in which the "end state" was excluded
because it ensured a generation of Markov chains of length N-1. The "N-choose-2" term
computes the total number of possible pairs of states selected from N rows of a column
that can be perturbed. Making the number of time steps at least 260,110 meant that the
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simulation would run on the order of months. In this tradeoff between time and
accuracy, a value of 20,000 Monte Carlo time steps was chosen which resulted in a
simulation runtime of about 10 days.
4. A final temperature value determined by a stopping condition.
The last component of the annealing schedule was the stopping criterion given
by
1x dE0 < (2.15)
EO dTn
where E = 104 and Eo0- was the normalizing factor. The stopping criterion determined
whether the simulated annealing algorithm was complete, that is, when the normalized
derivative of the average energy E, with respect to temperature Tn was very close to 0.
In other words, the annealing protocol terminated when there was no appreciable
change in Eo. This stopping condition was only checked at low temperatures defined by
AR < 0.3.
2.2 Molecular Dynamics
While HMMs can be used to identify residues correlated by coevolution,
molecular dynamics (MD) can be applied to discover residues that have correlated
atomic motions. Molecular dynamics is a means for studying the structure and
dynamics of biological systems through computer simulations. MD simulations have
been used to perform free-energy simulations to study the free-energy difference in
conformational changes of biopolymers (e.g., proteins, nucleic acids, lipids,
polysaccharides) [32, 33]. They have also been the basis for cross-correlation analyses in
identifying highly coupled residues and energetic pathways within biological systems
[4, 5]. MD generates atomic trajectories of such systems as a function of time, typically
on the order of picoseconds to microseconds, from which their equilibrium and
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dynamical properties can be determined, and the exploration of their energy landscape
is made possible [33].
MD simulations involve numerically integrating Newton's equations of motion
for the atoms of macromolecules and the surrounding solvent [32]. Of the various
methods for numerical integration, the most common one is the Verlet algorithm, which
calculates the atomic position at the next time step without using the atomic velocity
[32]. A variant of the Verlet algorithm that was applied here is the Leapfrog Verlet,
which allows constant pressure and temperature (CPT) based on the Berendsen
algorithm [34]. From the atomic trajectory calculations, cross-correlation analyses were
performed to study long-range couplings between residues that are distant in the LR5
structure.
2.2.1 Initial Preparation
In order to perform MD simulations for the LR5 module, initial atomic positions
in Cartesian coordinates were obtained from the crystal structure of LR5 [19]. This
structure is available at the PDB under the ID of 1AJJ [24]. Software tools such as
CHARMM (Chemistry at HARvard Molecular Mechanics) and VMD (Visual Molecular
Dynamics) are useful for running and visualizing MD simulations [34, 35]. CHARMM is
a program for macromolecular simulations, such as molecular dynamics and energy
minimization [34]. VMD is a molecular graphics tool for displaying and analyzing
biological systems [35].
The LR5 module was initially loaded into CHARMM. Since the LR5 crystal
structure only has heavy atoms, polar hydrogens were added with CHARMM's hbuild
command [34]. Additionally, three disulfide bonds inherent to the LR5 structure and a
calcium ion coordinated by W193, D196, G198, D200, D206, and E207 were specified
during the reconstruction [19]. The center of mass of the LR5 module was translated to
the origin.
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2.2.2 System Solvation
Before running molecular dynamics on LR5, it was necessary to simulate the
ligand-binding module in solvent. The commonly-used TIP3P explicit solvent model
was applied here to represent water [36]. The LR5 module was initially immersed in an
equilibrated water cube with an edge of about 58 . Water molecules overlapping with
LR5 atoms were removed, in addition to water molecules beyond a spherical radial
cutoff of 25 A. This cutoff was chosen to ensure that the LR5 structure would remain
well-solvated throughout the dynamics simulations. Energy minimization using a
steepest descent algorithm for 10,000 steps was performed on the solvated system with
LR5 fixed; steepest descent adjusts the atomic coordinates in the negative direction of
the gradient [34]. A total of 1,957 water molecules was added to the LR5 module.
Figure 2-4: Solvated LR5 system. The LR5 module (blue ribbon) bound to a calcium ion
(green sphere) was solvated in a sphere of water molecules (oxygen - red, hydrogen -
white) and minimized before the dynamics simulations.
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A second solvation was performed to ensure that the LR5 structure contained
water molecules at a physiological density. This step required placing the solvated LR5
repeat into an equilibrated water cube again and deleting all waters that overlapped
with the LR5 atoms and solvent molecules from the first solvation. After fixing LR5, the
energy of the system was again minimized using steepest descent for 10,000 steps.
Water molecules beyond the 25 A-radial cutoff were then removed. There were 97 more
water molecules added, making a total of 2,054 solvent molecules in the LR5 system, as
shown in Figure 2-4.
2.2.3 Molecular Dynamics Simulations
The constant pressure and temperature (CPT) leapfrog integrator was used to
run dynamics on LR5, for which a CHARMM script was written (included here in
Appendix B for reference purposes) [34]. Prior to starting the simulation, the LR5
module was fixed at the delta-carbon atom of residue F181 which was closest to the
protein's center of mass. The dynamics used a stochastic boundary that partitions a
protein-solvent system into several regions according to their Cartesian coordinates [32].
Additionally, the hydrogen bond lengths were held near their equilibrium values using
CHARMM's shake command with a shake tolerance of 10-6. The dynamics for the LR5
system was simulated twenty times for 50,000 steps with a step size of 0.002 ps, while
maintaining a temperature of 300 K. From a simulation runtime of about six days
measured by wall-clock time, a 2-ns trajectory of data was collected as given by
50,000 steps x 0.002 ps time step = 100 ps (2.16)
100 ps x 20 runs = 2,000 ps = 2 ns trajectory (2.17)
The first nanosecond trajectory corresponded to the equilibration period and was thus
discarded. Structures from the second nanosecond trajectory were sampled every 10 ps
resulting in 101 time points.
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2.2.4 Cross-Correlation Analysis
Of the 101 time points from the second nanosecond trajectory, the first
coordinate set at time t = 0 ps was used as a reference. With CHARMM, all subsequent
coordinate sets were aligned to the reference structure to remove the effect of rotation
during the dynamics simulations [5]. A MATLAB script was written to calculate the
cross-correlation of all possible residue pairs (Appendix C). Initially, an average of the
a-carbon atom's coordinates (xi, yi, zi) of residue i at times t = 10, 20,..., 1000 ps was
computed to obtain the time-averaged coordinates (Xavg, yavg, Zavg) of residue i for i = 1,
2,..., 37. The a-carbon atom, as opposed to the residue's center of mass, was selected
because of previous research studies that observed only the a-carbons in their cross-
correlation analyses [1, 4-5]. The average coordinates (xavg, yavg, zavg) of residue i were
then subtracted from the residue's a-carbon coordinates at times t = 10, 20,..., 1000 ps,
ignoring the reference structure at t = 0 ps of the 1-ns trajectory. The displacement
vector Ari(t) is the displacement from the mean position of the a-carbon atom of residue
i for time t = 10, 20,..., 1000 ps, and it is given by
Ari (t) = V (x(t) - Xavg )2 + (y(t) - Yavg )2 + (z(O - Zavg )2 (2.18)
The unnormalized equal-time cross-correlation of residue pair (i, j) has been
solved by taking the ensemble average of the dot product of the displacement vectors of
residues i and j [1, 4-5], but Eq. 2.19 shows a more rigorous approach for deriving the
unnormalized cross-correlation C, [At] over the 1-ns trajectory for time differences At =
0, 10, 20,..., 1000 ps. The cross-correlation was computed by taking the convolution of
the displacement vectors Ar and Arj.
1000ps
C;, 1[At]= (Ari *Ar 1)[At]= Ar[t]-Arj[At-t] (2.19)
t=10ps
By the commutative property of convolution, Ci, [At] is equal to C, i[At], but for the cross-
correlation function defined in Eq. 2.19, the convolution is performed over a finite
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period of time (i.e., from t =10 ps to 1000 ps in increments of 10 ps), which means that Ci,
j[At] o C, i[At]. Since the cross-correlations of a residue pair are not symmetric, their
correlation is directional (i.e., residue i is correlated to j, or residue j is correlated to i,
depending whether Ci, [At] or C, i[At] is greater). Directional correlation suggests that
energy can be preferentially transferred from one residue to the other, but not in the
reverse direction. Consequently, connected energetic pathways can be constructed from
such correlations. Ci, i[At] was then plotted and fitted to an exponential decay as given
by
f(t) = k expf-- (2.20)
St)
where k is a constant and T is the relaxation time constant of the exponential decay
curve. Based on the notion that highly coupled residues have similar phase and period
of motion, the relaxation time is indicative of how long the residues in a pair stays
correlated during the simulation. The larger the relaxation time constant, the more
strongly correlated residues i and j are; the smaller the relaxation time constant, the
more weakly correlated they are.
Before determining which residue pairs had large z values, the relaxation time
constants were normalized by computing their Z-score (i.e., subtracting the mean of the
relaxation time constant of residue pairs from a set that excluded self pairs, adjacently
bonded residue pairs, and disulfide bonded cysteine pairs in order to discover strong
correlations between residues in distal regions of the LR5 module, and then dividing by
the standard deviation of the relaxation time constants from this set). Assuming
Gaussian distribution of the Z-scores, only the highest 2.5% of the Z-scores were
considered, which meant observing residue pairs with Z-scores that were at least two
standard deviations above the zero-mean. These residue pairs were then compared to
the set of correlated residues identified by the HMM approach.
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Chapter 3
Results
The HMM and MD approach identified a comprehensive set of correlated
residues that are distant in the LR5 structure. Of the residue pairs with high Z-scores,
some of the amino acids are involved in coordinating the calcium ion, while others have
been postulated to play a role in the binding of the LR5 module to apolipoprotein E
(apoE) [19, 37]. Section 3.1 discusses the properties of the simulated annealing algorithm
that was used to find the optimal HMM for the LR5 repeat. From the HMM technique,
highly coupled pairs were discovered and possible explanations for their coevolution
are provided in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses the highly correlated residues
identified by the cross-correlation analyses performed using the data obtained from the
MD simulations.
3.1 Optimization of HMMs
The simulated annealing protocol began at a high temperature (e.g., 90) for the
ten aligned homologous LR5 sequences. The absolute energy of this system started at
2194. At the end of the simulation, the temperature was 7.2x10 5 and the final value of
the absolute energy was 2133. With an initial value of 95%, the acceptance ratio
eventually fell to 0%. In order to show that the behavior of the simulated annealing
algorithm was desirable for the optimization of a physical system, the following sections
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discuss the relationship between the average energy of each Markov chain and
temperature and the relationship between the relaxation time of each Markov chain and
the temperature.
3.1.1 Relationship of Average Energy and Temperature
As the temperature was decremented, the average energy decreased. Figure 3-la
shows the average energy of each generated Markov chain as a function of logarithmic
temperature, which can be separated into three distinct regions: 1) relatively constant
energy at high temperatures, 2) a transition region, and 3) relatively constant energy at
low temperatures. At very high temperatures, the algorithm sampled the HMM space
more frequently because a majority of the Monte Carlo time steps were accepted.
During low temperatures, the algorithm sampled only a small portion of the HMM
space since very few time steps were accepted, as it became less likely to find a better
HMM, at such temperatures.
The algorithm sampled more of the temperature values in the transition region
than the regions with relatively constant energy at high and low temperatures. The
large amount of sampling in the transition region is very important in order for the
HMM to act as a real physical system, in which it is possible to create a crystal by
heavily sampling the transition region in the HMM space. Since the HMM was treated
as a physical system in the simulated annealing protocol even though it was not one, the
behavior of its parameters (i.e., the average energy and the temperature) mimicked the
energetic properties of a crystal undergoing a phase transition. Thus, the analogy of a
system being "cooled" until it "crystallizes" at its minimum energy state justified the
sigmoidal property observed in the average energy of the HMM as a function of
logarithmic temperature. Moreover, the analogy provided a better understanding of the
LR5 system so that an appropriate annealing schedule could be developed. Therefore,
the transition region being well-sampled indicates that the simulated annealing protocol
was optimized for a physical system.
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Figure 3-1: Relationships between simulated annealing parameters. (a) The average
energy of a Markov chain as a function of temperature on a log scale (top) appears to be
sigmoidal, mimicking the phase transition of a crystal that is forming. The average
energy started at 2209 and was gradually reduced to 2133, as the temperature decreased.
(b) At high temperatures, the relaxation time of a Markov chain was very short, whereas
at low temperatures, the relaxation time was longer, on the order of 10'.
Overall, the sigmoidal relationship between the average energy and temperature
was desirable, resembling the phase transition of a cooling crystal. Although the
algorithm was efficient, it was undersampling (i.e., the minimum and maximum
numbers of time steps were 20,000 and 100,000, respectively, when the number of
degrees of freedom was 26,011 at ten samples per degree) as a result of the tradeoff
between time and accuracy. Upsampling (i.e., increasing the number of samples per
degree of freedom) could lead to discovering a better HMM at the expense of time and
computing power.
3.1.2 Relationship of Relaxation Time and Temperature
The relaxation time as a function of temperature can be divided into two regions:
1) short relaxation times at high temperatures and 2) long relaxation times at low
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temperatures (Figure 3-1b). At high temperatures, the relaxation times for the generated
Markov chains were relatively short since their average energy as a function of time
steps had a flat distribution. For very low temperatures, the average energy decayed
exponentially, and thus the relaxation time was longer with values on the order of 104,
which resulted in smaller temperature reductions until the Markov chain relaxed to its
equilibrium Boltzmann distribution at a lower temperature. As a result, the relationship
between the relaxation time of a Markov chain and the temperature was as expected and
desirable, thus providing further explanations for the behavior of the optimization
algorithm.
3.2 Residues Correlated by Coevolution
From the simulated annealing algorithm, the most optimal HMM that modeled
the LR5 repeat was found. Its state transition matrix (D was analyzed for long-range
correlations between residues that are distant in the protein structure by identifying
entries with high Z-scores (i.e., Z-scores that were at least two standard deviations above
the mean). Figure 3-2 presents the normalized transition probabilities of (D as a cross-
correlation map containing eleven off-diagonal residue pairs with high Z-scores that are
listed in Table 3.1. Some of these residues (i.e., E187, H190, W193, C195, and C201) have
been hypothesized to play a role in the binding of apolipoprotein E (apoE) to the LR5
module [371. Additionally, the backbone carbonyl of one of the residues (i.e., W193) is
involved in coordinating the calcium ion which stabilizes the folding of the LDL
receptor [19]. The set of residues with high Z-scores were categorized into four classes:
1) residues correlated because of structural constraints, 2) residues correlated because of
structural and binding constraints, 3) residues correlated because of binding constraints,
and 4) residues correlated because of unknown means, each of which is described in
Sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.4.
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HMM Transition Matrix for LR5 Module
5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Current State
Figure 3-2: Normalized HMM transition matrix of the LR5 module. The Z-scores for
each entry of the transition matrix are the normalized transition probabilities from states
si (x-axis) to si (y-axis). They are color coded by the spectrum on the right.
'From' 'To'
Z-score Residue Residue
13.53 W193* C195
13.52 H190 S177
13.21 G197 R194
13.17 E187 R194
11.06 C195 H190
10.72 C201 W193*
9.09 S177 C201
7.38 P175 G197
5.71 P175 E187
2.53 S177 W193*
2.43 C201 C195
Table 3.1: Strongly coupled residue pairs from the HMM approach. Residue pairs
with Z-scores greater than two standard deviations above the mean are shown. The
'from' residue is associated with the current state si or underlying secondary structure
element, and the 'to' residue corresponds to the state si that is being transitioned to (i.e.,
the next underlying secondary structure element). Residues that fix the calcium ion are
starred (*), and residues that bind to apoE are bolded [19, 37].
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3.2.1 Conservation by Structural Constraints
In the LR5 module, residue pairs that are conserved because of structural
constraints could be involved in disulfide bond formation or other interactions (e.g.
calcium ion coordination or hydrogen bonding) that stabilize the protein structure.
Residue positions that the HMM approach identified as being correlated signify that a
residue at one position is associated with a particular residue at the other position. The
HMM optimization discovered specific residue positions as being correlated because
two such coupled positions contained the same pair of residues in the alignment of the
ten homologous sequences. Consequently, a change in either structurally constrained
residue (e.g., a shift in coordinates in three-dimensional space or a mutation to another
amino acid) would probably cause the LR5 module to become unstable and to unfold.
Of the eleven highly coupled pairs, three residue pairs (i.e., W193 and C195, C201 and
W193, and C201 and C195) are conserved by structural constraints, and appear to have
coevolved.
Situated close together in the LR5 repeat, W193 and C195 are the most correlated
residue pair with a Z-score of 13.53 (Figure 3-3a). The backbone carbonyl of W193 is
crucial in coordinating the calcium ion, while C195 is important for disulfide
connectivity that helps maintain the structure of the LR5 module [19]. Both the
tryptophan residue W193 and the cysteine residue C195 are conserved, as all cysteines
are highly conserved in at least six of the seven LR modules and the tryptophan amino
acid has been postulated to be conserved in the LDLR family [19, 37]. Hence, from the
optimization of the HMM, W193 and C195 are highly coupled and conserved because of
structural constraints.
Residues C201 and W193 are also correlated by coevolution due to structural
constraints (Figure 3-3c). C201, a highly conserved amino acid, is crucial because it
forms a disulfide bond with another highly conserved residue, C183 [19]. Consequently,
a mutation at C201 would result in loss of disulfide connectivity, potentially causing the
LR5 module to become unstable and to unfold [19]. Additionally, C201 is coupled to
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C195 (Figure 3-3d). The correlation between C201 and C195 could imply that the
disulfide connectivity between C195 and C210 is dependent on the bond formed
between residues C201 and C183. Thus, C201 and C195 appear to have coevolved
because of structural constraints.
Figure 3-3: Significant LR5 residue pairs. The correlated residues are presented in
licorice format, in addition to the ribbon-like backbone of the LR5 module, the spherical
calcium ion (green) to which it binds, and all other residues (lines) [35]. (a) Residues
W193 and C195 are relatively close to each other; W193 is essential in fixing the calcium
ion while the side chain of C195 forms a disulfide bond with C210 [19]. (b) H190 is
further away from C195, but was believed to be involved in His-His stacking with H140
of apoE [37]. (c) The side chains of W193 and C201 appear to be pointing towards each
other. (d) C195 and C201 do not form a disulfide bond, but are considered to be strongly
correlated.
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3.2.2 Conservation by Structural and Binding Constraints
For two residues to be conserved by structural and binding constraints, this
means that one residue contributes to the stability of the structure while the other
residue assists the LR5 module in binding to apoE. A correlation between two such
residues (e.g., C195 and H190) reveals a functional dependency on structure or vice
versa, depending on the direction of the coupling. If a mutation were to occur at the
structurally constrained residue, then the LR5 repeat would unfold. On the other hand,
a change in the residue with binding constraints could undermine its functional
importance and prevent the apoE-LR5 binding. Since the structurally constrained
residue would be affected by this mutation, the LR5 module would be destabilized as a
result of the residue's inability to provide structural support to the ligand-binding
repeat.
The HMM approach identified C195 and H190 as a highly correlated pair which
is likely conserved by structural and binding constraints (Figure 3-3b). Essential to the
apoE-LR5 binding, H190 has been postulated to form a stacking with H140 of the
lipoprotein [37]. The histidine-histidine (His-His) stacking interaction may have a
significant effect on the pH level required to release apoE from the LDL receptor [37]. A
change in C195 would cause the LR5 module to unfold, as opposed to directly impacting
H190 and its role in His-His stacking. Correlated with a Z-score of 11.06, C195 and H190
appear to have coevolved.
3.2.3 Conservation by Binding Constraints
There may exist pairs with coevolving residues that are both conserved by apoE-
LR5 binding constraints, but the HMM approach did not discover any such correlations
with high Z-scores. An example of conservation by functional constraints is the
correlation from D196 to D200, which the HMM method identified with a Z-score of
0.43; residues D196 and D200 have been postulated to form salt bridges with K146 of
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apoE [37]. The HMM technique also found a correlation from D200 to H190 with a Z-
score of 0.41, both of which are believed to play a significant role in apoE binding [37].
Since the simulated annealing algorithm was undersampled, it is possible that by
increasing the minimum number of Monte Carlo time steps per temperature (i.e.,
increasing the number of samples per degree of freedom), residue pairs with high Z-
scores that fall into this class will then be discovered. Therefore, this type of coupling
suggests that the coexistence of correlated residues is important for the LR5 module to
bind to apoE.
3.2.4 Conservation by Unknown Means
All other residue pairs with high Z-scores are conserved by unknown means
because either one or both residues in the pair lack apparent structural or functional
importance, or their role in the LR5 module has not yet been completely understood.
The HMM approach identified seven of these potentially interesting correlations. For
example, H190 and W193 are indirectly coupled in both directions (i.e.,
H190-.S177---*W193 and W193--C195--+H190, where -+ represents the direction of
correlation), and likewise for H190 and C201 (i.e., H190-+S177--+C201 and
C201--+C195-+H190). Additionally, P175 is indirectly correlated to R194 by way of E187
and G197. The acidic amino acid E187 is coupled to the basic residue R194 with a high
Z-score of 13.17. Since E187 has been hypothesized to form a salt bridge with K143 of
apoE and the side chains of E187 and R194 of the LR5 repeat are too far apart (i.e., 12-13
A) to form a salt bridge, E187 and R194 are probably correlated because of a long-range
ionic interaction [37]. Thus, these pairs of residues appear to have coevolved, but their
conservation cannot be completely understood.
3.3 Residues Correlated by Motion
While the HMM method identified residues coupled by coevolution, the MD
technique discovered residues with correlated motions. Two types of cross-correlation
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analyses were performed using data obtained from the MD simulations. One form of
analysis, described in Section 2.2.4, involved calculating how long residues remained
correlated, while the other approach determined which residues were instantaneously
coupled by computing equal-time correlations. The correlation between any two
residues implies that information can be transferred from one residue position to the
other. When information in the form of energy, for instance, is transmitted, energetic
connections can be established between the coupled residues, from which energetic
pathways can be constructed. An energetic distribution diagram consisting of connected
pathways can provide insight into the effect that residues have on other residues and the
relationship between protein structure and function (Chapter 4). Since energy is not
immediately transferred from one location to another (e.g., residue position), it would
seem less probable for connected energetic pathways to form between instantaneously
coupled residues identified by equal-time cross-correlation analysis. Hence, the cross-
correlation analysis described in Section 2.2.4 would better explain the energetic
distribution in a protein than the equal-time cross-correlation approach. The
correlations identified by the two analytical techniques are discussed in Sections 3.3.1
and 3.3.2.
3.3.1 Cross-Correlation for All Time
From the correlation calculations discussed in Section 2.2.4, a cross-correlation
map of all possible amino acid pairs of the LR5 repeat was created with the same
dimensions as the normalized transition matrix of the HMM (Figure 3-4). The entries of
the map with Z-scores below -7 (i.e., the dark blue regions) are of self pairs, adjacently
bonded residue pairs, and the disulfide bonded cysteine residues that were excluded
from the normalization step of the cross-correlation analyses since the objective was to
find long-range correlations within the LR5 module. Fifty-two residue pairs with Z-
scores greater than two standard deviations above the mean are listed in Table 3.2.
Compared to the scattered high Z-score distribution of the transition matrix, the cross-
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correlation map has several small clusters of high Z-scores that are somewhat evenly
spaced apart. Some of the strongly correlated residues from the MD approach were
postulated to play a role in the binding of apoE to the LR5 repeat, while others are
involved in fixing the calcium ion [19, 37].
Cross Correlation Map using 2 nd ns trajectory
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Figure 3-4: Cross-correlation map of LR5 residue pairs from MD simulations. The
map is organized such that the x-axis represents the 'from' residues and the y-axis
represents the 'to' residues. The map contains directional correlations where
information is transferred from the 'from' residue to the 'to' residue. The normalized
correlation values of the residue pairs are color coded by the spectrum on the right.
There are five residue pairs for which both of the amino acids have structural
and/or functional importance. E187 and H190 is one example with a Z-score of 3.14; the
glutamate amino acid E187 is coupled to the histidine amino acid H190 and their side
chains are roughly 10-12 A apart. As discussed in Section 3.2, it has been postulated that
E187 forms a salt bridge and long-range ionic interaction with basic residues of apoE,
and H190 participates in His-His stacking [37]. Like E187, C195 is strongly coupled to
H190 with a Z-score of 2.94, and their correlation was also identified by the HMM
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approach with a very high Z-score of 11.06. Moreover, W193 is correlated to H190
which was indirectly discovered by the HMM technique where W193 is strongly
coupled to C195 and C195 is correlated to H190. Hence, there are three structurally
and/or functionally significant amino acids that are correlated to H190. The cross-
correlation analyses further identified the coupled pair E187 and S192 with side chains
that are 14-16 A apart. It has been suggested that the backbone carbonyl of S192 forms a
Residue Pair
C176 K204
Z-score
2.02
Residue Pair
S205
Table 3.2: Coupled residue pairs from MD simulations. Residue pairs with Z-scores at
least two standard deviations above the mean are listed with the 'to' residues in the
column following the column of 'from' residues. Amino acids that coordinate the
calcium ion are starred, and amino acids that have been postulated to bind to apoE are
bolded [19, 37].
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Z-score
2.45
3.60 F179 P199
3.57 A211 H190
3.28 F179 G198*
3.20 F179 H190
3.20 A211 G198*
3.16 A211 P175
3.15 E187 H190
3.06 R194 H190
3.02 R194 P199
2.98 A211 P199
2.94 C195 H190
2.85 E208 H190
2.84 C195 P199
2.72 E187 P175
2.71 R194 K204
2.63 N209 H190
2.62 F179 K204
2.60 C176 H190
2.53 A211 K204
2.53 A211 S185
2.53 F179 E207*
2.52 E187 S192
2.52 E208 P175
2.50 A211 F181
2.45 W193* H190
2.45 F179 P175
2.40 E187 K204
2.38 E187 P199
2.38 R194 P175
2.34 A211 S191
2.33 N209 P175
2.32 E187 F181
2.30 R194 S191
2.28 C176 P199
2.27 F179 S185
2.26 W193* K204
2.25 F179 S192
2.22 F179 F181
2.21 L184 H190
2.17 E187 S191
2.12 C195 K204
2.12 C176 G198*
2.11 C195 P175
2.11 F179 S191
2.09 R194 G198*
2.09 E208 F181
2.09 S205 H190
2.07 E187 1189
2.06 A211 H182
2.05 E187 G198*
H190
hydrogen bond with R150 of apoE [37]. Additionally, E187 is strongly correlated to
G198, which is one of the six residues coordinating the calcium ion through its backbone
carbonyl [19]. Therefore, E187 is coupled to three residues that help maintain the
folding and binding integrity of the LR5 module.
3.3.2 Equal-Time Cross-Correlation
The equal-time cross-correlation approach is the other form of analysis that was
implemented to compute the correlations of residue pairs at a time difference of 0 ps by
selecting the peak value of the cross-correlation. A cross-correlation map of Z-scores
was created, from which twenty-six highly coupled residue pairs were identified (Table
3.3). Figure 3-5 illustrates that the Z-scores of all possible residue pairs are symmetric
along the diagonal. Of the strongly correlated residues, P175 and S192 is only the pair
associated with some functional importance, where the side chain of S192 forms a
hydrogen bond with one of apoE's amino acids; however, the role of P175 in the LR5
repeat is unknown, though proline residues tend to affect protein architecture because of
its ring structure which causes it to be constrained in conformation [38]. The relevance of
Z- Residue Pair Z- Residue Pair Z-r Residue PairIscore I score Iscore
6.50 P175 A211
5.74 P175 S177
5.70 S177 A211
4.63 C176 A211
4.43 P175 A178
4.34 A178 A211
3.69 P175 S185
3.46 P175 S191
3.10 P175 F179
3.00 S191 A211
2.98 SI85 A211
2.97 C176 A178
2.89 P175 G186
2.60 S177 S185
2.58 G186 A211
2.57 S177 S191
1 3.13 J F179 I A211 1 1 2.48 J P175 I K204 _ __ _
Table 3.3: Coupled residue pairs from equal-time cross-correlation analysis. All
residues in pairs with high Z-scores are correlated in both directions. Amino acids that
were hypothesized to bind to apoE have been bolded [37].
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2.37 S177 F179
2.30 K204 A211
2.26 S177 G186
2.23 P175 S192
2.07 C176 S185
2.00 C176 S191
2.00 P175 N209
2.00 C176 F179
Cross Correlation Map using 2nd ns trajectory
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Figure 3-5: Cross-correlation map from equal-time cross-correlation. The map
contains directional correlations where information is transferred from the 'from'
residue to the 'to' residue. The normalized correlation values of the residue pairs are
color coded by the spectrum on the right.
the other pairs is not evident or has not yet been discovered. Since the residues are
instantaneously coupled, energetic pathways that could be constructed from the
correlations might not provide significant insight into the energy distribution of the LR5
module.
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Chapter 4
Discussion
A comparison between the sets of strongly correlated residue pairs from the
HMM and MD approach is discussed in Section 4.1. Since the simulated annealing
protocol was undersampled, the focus of this chapter is on the residue couplings
identified by the MD simulations and cross-correlation analysis. Section 4.2 examines
the energetic pathways constructed from the correlations between amino acids that are
distant in the structure and involved in calcium ion coordination and/or apoE-LR5
binding. In Section 4.3, the connected pathways of the LR5 module were extended to
include other residues that are believed to help maintain the structural and functional
integrity of the ligand-binding module.
4.1 Comparison of Correlations by HMM and MD Approach
The MD technique discovered 52 residue couplings with high Z-scores, whereas
the HMM method found only 11 strong correlations. For the MD approach, 96% of the
Z-scores are evenly distributed between -2.16 and 2, while 99% of the Z-scores from the
HMM approach are distributed from -0.37 to 1.1 (Figure 4-1). It is interesting to note
that for the HMM technique, there are no residue correlations with Z-scores between 1.1
and 2.43, which suggests that only a very small percentage of the residues in the LR5
module coevolved. As discussed in Sections 3.2.1 to 3.2.4, the couplings from the HMM
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approach can be due to structural and/or binding constraints or unknown means,
whereas the couplings from MD are caused by structural constraints only since the
dynamics simulations observed the correlated motions of residues.
Comparing Z-scores of Residues Pairs from HMM and MD
0 2 4 6
Z-scores (HMM)
8 10 12
Figure 4-1: Correlation between coupled residues from HMM and MD. Each point in
the graph corresponds to a unique directional correlation for which the x-coordinate is
the Z-score from the normalized transition matrix D and the y-coordinate is the Z-score
from the MD cross-correlation map. The shaded region shows that only one residue
correlation (i.e., from C195 to H190) has a Z-score greater than two standard deviations
above the mean for both techniques.
Both methods identified the correlation from C195 to H190, as shown by the 'x'
mark in the shaded region of the plot of the Z-scores from MD as a function of the Z-
scores from the HMM method (Figure 4-1). The notion that the HMM and MD methods
discovered the same residue coupling with different high Z-scores suggests that C195
and H190 are correlated because of structural constraints. Although H190 was
postulated to help maintain the binding integrity of the LR5 module, its coupling with
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C195 is conserved by folding constraints [37]. Additionally, the MD approach
discovered another significant correlation from W193 to H190, which was indirectly
identified by the HMM technique (i.e., W193 is coupled to C195 which is coupled to
H190). W193 and H190 could be correlated because of structural constraints since
residues W193 and C195 appear to have coevolved to maintain the folding integrity of
the LR5 module, and residue pair C195 and H190 was discovered by both methods.
4.2 Connected Energetic Pathways from MD Approach
Five of the 52 correlations identified by MD are between amino acids that are
involved in calcium ion coordination, apoE-LR5 binding, or both. From these five
correlations, the connected pathways shown in Figure 4-2 were formed to determine
how residues of structural importance are coupled with residues of functional
significance in the LR5 module. The amino acids that fix the calcium ion (i.e., W193 and
G198) are correlated with residues that have been postulated to bind to apoE (i.e., E187,
H190, S192, W193, and C195) [19, 37]. As the residue from which information can be
transferred, E187 is correlated to three residues that can receive the information
transmitted from this glutamate amino acid. Of these three residues, H190 is the amino
acid that E187 is most highly coupled to with a Z-score of 3.15, and it appears to be the
most impacted residue in the energetic pathway diagram because there are a total of
three residues that are strongly correlated to it, so a change in any one of them would
transfer information to H190.
If E187 were mutated or if there was a transformation in its atomic coordinates,
then the change would propagate to H190, potentially hindering its ability to form a
stacking with H140 of apoE, which would prevent the LDL receptor from being recycled
to the cell surface for further binding. Moreover, a change at residue E187 could
negatively affect G198 to which it is also significantly correlated. Consequently, the
calcium ion binding site could be disrupted, resulting in structural and functional
instability for the LDL receptor. Further, a change in E187 could obstruct the hydrogen
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bond formation between S192, another residue that it is highly coupled to, and R150 of
the lipoprotein, thus possibly inhibiting the apoE-LR5 binding.
S192 4 1.11 C195
2.52 2.94
E187 H190
2.05 i~.3 12.45
G198 W193
11% A.-
Legend
Residues postulated
to bind to apoE
Is correlated to
== * Coordinates Ca 2 +
Figure 4-2: Energetic diagram of highly coupled residue pairs. Residues W193 and
G198 that coordinate the calcium ion (Ca2+) are correlated with residues E187, H190,
S192, W193, and C195 which have been postulated to play a significant role in the
binding of apoE to the LDL receptor [19, 37]. The Z-score of the strongly coupled
residue pairs is shown along side the solid arrow that represents the directional
correlation.
Figure 4-3 illustrates a three-dimensional representation of the six residues from
the energetic pathways in the LR5 structure. All of these amino acids except for G198
appear on one of LR5's three faces which also includes other acidic residues such as
E180, D196, and D200, in which the side chains of the latter two coordinate the calcium
ion [37]. In an attempt to analyze the energetic diagram of the LR5 repeat, all couplings
of the six residues are presented in Section 4.2.1, followed by a discussion of the
correlations with respect to secondary structure elements of the LR5 module in Section
4.2.2. Section 4.2.3 examines the structural and functional importance of these residues
in their connected pathways.
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Figure 4-3: Strongly correlated residue pairs in the LR5 structure. The correlated
residues are presented in licorice format, along with the ribbon-like backbone of the LR5
repeat, the spherical calcium ion (green) to which it binds, and all other residues (lines)
[35]. (a) A top view of the coupled residues is shown. (b) A side view is presented,
where the protruding side chains of E187, H190, S192, and W193 could potentially form
salt bridges or hydrogen bonds with the residues of apolipoprotein E [37].
4.2.1 Correlations of Residues
From the 52 strong correlations identified by the MD approach, the amino acids
in the LR5 energetic pathway diagram can be classified as either a residue that transmits
information or a residue that receives information from the residue to which it is
coupled. For example, E187 is correlated to two highly conserved residues (F181 and
1189), two proline amino acids (P175 and P199) that generally influence protein
architecture [38], two residues (H190 and S192) postulated to bind to apoE, and one
amino acid (G198) that helps to coordinate the calcium ion (Table 4.1). This suggests
that a change in E187 would greatly affect the LR5 module. Hence, correlated residues
that transfer information (e.g., E187, W193, and C195) probably have a larger impact on
the structure than receiving residues (e.g., H190, S192, and G198). Moreover, the
number of significant correlations that a residue has might correspond to how crucial
that amino acid is to maintaining the structural integrity of the ligand-binding module.
Similar to E187, H190 has many correlations, but it acts as a residue that receives
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information from other amino acids; H190 is coupled with three highly conserved
residues (C176, C195, and C205) and two apoE-binding residues (E187 and W193), one
of which coordinates the calcium ion. Therefore, E187 and H190 might play a more
significant role in providing stability to the LR5 structure than the other amino acids in
the energetic diagram. The residues in the connected pathways are potentially
important since they are associated with FH mutations listed in Table 4.1, such that
when mutated, LDLR can no longer bind to lipoprotein.
Residue Strongly Correlated with FH Mutation [41]
E187 P175, F181, 1189, H190, S191, S192, G198*, E187K (5-15% LDLR
P199, K204 activity)
H190 C176, F179, L184, E187, W193*, R194, H190Y,
C195, S205, E208, N209, A211 dHl90-S191>P
S192 F179, E187 S192T
W193* H190, K204 W193X
C195 P175, H190, P199, K204 FsC195 (deletion)
G198* C176, F179, E187, R194, A211 G198D
Table 4.1: Correlations of residues in the energetic diagram of LR5. Starred residues
coordinate the calcium ion, whereas italicized amino acids are highly conserved [19].
Residues in bold have been suggested to bind to apoE [37]. The FH mutations are
written with the mutated amino acid followed by the one-letter symbol of the residue
that replaces the mutated one [39]. The nomenclature for mutations was defined in [39].
4.2.2 Correlations in Relation to Secondary Structures
There are several residues in secondary structure elements that could explain the
nature of the couplings. For example, S192 is the second residue of one of the two 31o
helices in the LR5 module, where the CO group of the first residue (S191) of the helix
forms a hydrogen bond with the NH group of the residue (R194) that is three amino
acids away (Figure 4-4a) [38]. This hydrogen bond is present in the crystal structure and
not in the second nanosecond structure from the dynamics simulation. The MD
approach identified a significant correlation from R194 to S191 with a Z-score of 2.31,
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probably because of the hydrogen bond between S191 and R194 in the 3 helix of the
crystal structure, which could suggest that this bond makes an important contribution to
the structural stability of the LR5 repeat. The correlations of S192, however, do not seem
to be due to hydrogen bonding.
W193 is the third residue of the aforementioned 3Io helix and the first amino acid
of one of five beta turns in LR5. The CO group of W193 should hydrogen bond to the
NH group of the residue (D196) that is three amino acids away, but this bond does not
exist in the crystal or second nanosecond structure, given a distance cutoff of 3.5 A and
an angle cutoff of 250 when viewing hydrogen bonds of the protein in VMD [38].
However, W193 does form a hydrogen bond with H190 in the crystal structure and the
MD method reported a correlation from W193 to H190 with a Z-score of 2.45 (Figure 4-
4b). Therefore, the coupling between W193 and H190 could be due to the bond formed
between them. Overall, only a small number of the 52 correlations correspond to
hydrogen bond formation between the coupled residues.
S192
W1 93
W1 93
R1 94
S192
H190
S191
Figure 4-4: Correlations possibly due to hydrogen bonds. The correlated residues are
presented in licorice format, in addition to the ribbon-like backbone of the LR5 repeat,
the spherical calcium ion (green), and the hydrogen bonds (dash pink lines) [35]. (a) The
hydrogen bond between R194 and S191 could explain the correlation from the arginine
residue to the serine residue. (b) The correlation from W193 to H190 could be due to the
hydrogen bond formed between the two amino acids.
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4.2.3 Correlations in Energetic Pathways
A recent study that designed LR5 variants by substituting alanine residues at
non-conserved positions concluded that highly conserved residues are necessary for
proper folding of the LR5 module, whereas non-conserved residues in the N-terminal
lobe (i.e., W193-A211) are important for the binding of apoE-DMPC (dimyristoyl
phopsphatidylcholine) [40]. The conserved residues were defined as occurring in at
least 60% of the sequences from the PFAM database, and they are the six cysteine
residues (C176, C183, C188, C195, C201, and C210), the acidic residues (D196, D200,
D206, and E207) that coordinate the calcium ion, two polar residues (D203 and S205),
two glycine residues (G186 and G197), and two hydrophobic residues (F181 and 1189)
[40]. The non-conserved residues in the N-terminal lobe are P175, S177-F179, H182,
L184, and H190-S192 [40]. Additionally, there are several residues (e.g., H190, S191,
W193, D196, and D200) that were hypothesized to be directly involved in the lipoprotein
binding because they are situated at the intramolecular interface between the LR5
module and the P propeller, which is believed to inhibit the lipoprotein from binding to
the LR4-5 repeats at endosomal pH, thus causing the lipoprotein to be released into the
cell [14, 40]. The significance of these conserved and non-conserved residues could
provide insight on the strong correlations identified by the MD approach.
On reexamining the energetic pathway diagram of the LR5 module, each residue
is labeled for its folding or binding relevance, if any, in Figure 4-5. E187 was postulated
to bind to apoE through the formation of salt bridges with basic residues of the
lipoprotein molecule [37]. Its functional correlation to H190 and S192 might explain
how E187 reduces the LDLR binding activity to 5-15% when mutated to a lysine residue
[41]. E187 is also coupled to G198 which, despite being involved in calcium ion
coordination, is neither structurally nor functionally important because G198 is not
conserved, is not located in the N-terminal lobe, and when replaced by an alanine
residue, the LR5 variant still folded in the presence of a calcium ion. However, C195,
which stabilizes the LR5 repeat through its disulfide bond, is correlated to G198,
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suggesting that G198 might play an indirect role in maintaining the folding integrity of
the LR5 module. Like H190, W193 is believed to be a part of an intermolecular ligand-
binding interface, thus implying that W193 is functionally correlated to H190 [40]. It
was postulated that the conservation of W193 was a result of functional as opposed to
structural constraints, since an LR5 mutant that replaced W193 with an alanine residue
was able to fold in the presence of calcium.
In short, E187, H190, S192, and W193 appear to be functionally important in the
binding of lipoprotein, while C195 is essential only to the structure of LR5. G198 is not
directly involved in the folding and binding integrity of the ligand-binding module.
E187 and H190 are possibly functionally correlated, and likewise for residue pairs E187
and S192, and W193 and H190. The couplings with folding and binding significance in
the energetic pathways of the LR5 module can be used to help design novel therapies to
improve the LDL-LDL receptor binding deficiency in patients with FH.
4.3 Extended Energetic Pathways from MD Approach
The energetic diagram of LR5 was extended to include other strong correlations
identified by the MD approach that consisted of residues that provide structural and
functional stability to the ligand-binding module (Figure 4-6). Conserved residues such
as C176, F181, 1189, S205, and E207 and their couplings with Z-scores greater than two
standard deviations from the mean were added to the diagram, along with non-
conserved residues in the N-terminal lobe which included P175, F179, L184, and S191.
S185 and E187 are also non-conserved residues in the N-terminal lobe that were added,
but they were not replaced by alanine residues in the LR5 variant that was used to
determine whether binding to apoE-DMPC was feasible [40].
Like E187, F179 has many significant correlations in which it can transfer
information to other amino acids, thus suggesting that F179 is important to maintaining
the binding integrity of the LR5 module. F179 is coupled to two highly conserved
residues (F181 and E207), two residues that coordinate the calcium ion (G198 and E207),
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two proline amino acids that influence the protein architecture (P175 and P199), and two
residues that were postulated to bind apoE (H190 and S192). E187 and F179 have
several of the same correlations (e.g., P175, F181, H190, S191, S192, G198, P199, and
K204). Another non-conserved residue at the N-terminal lobe, S191, is also significant to
helping the LR5 repeat bind to apoE-DMPC. S191, like H190, was hypothesized to be
directly involved in the binding of lipoprotein because it resides at the intramolecular
interface between LR5 and the P propeller [40]. Hence, F179, E187, and S191 are
probably all functionally correlated.
Of the highly conserved residues, F181 and 1189 pack against each other in the
structure and are necessary for the proper folding of the LR5 module [40]. They are not
directly correlated with each other, but indirectly through E187, which could provide
insight on the relationship between protein structure and function. S205, another highly
conserved residue, was postulated to indirectly stabilize the calcium binding site
through its intramolecular hydrogen bond to D203. It has significant correlations to
non-conserved residues, P175 and H190, implicated for apoE-DMPC binding. Hence,
the correlations of S205 could also explain how structure is related to function for the
LR5 repeat. One of the acidic residues that coordinate the calcium ion, E207, is also
highly conserved at the C-terminal lobe. E207, however, is not directly correlated to
W193 and G198, the other residues that coordinate calcium. This glutamate residue is
only strongly correlated with F179, which could show how binding affects folding since
F179 is coupled to E207 with a Z-score of 2.53.
From the recent study, non-conserved residues at the C-terminal lobe were
postulated to have negligible impact on binding of apoE-DMPC [40]. Figure 4-7 shows a
comparison of the correlations of E187 to those of two non-conserved residues at the C-
terminal lobe, K202 and A211. K202 does not have any strong correlations with Z-scores
greater than two standard deviations from the mean. Of its correlations, K202 is mostly
coupled with other non-conserved amino acids (e.g., G198, P199, K204, E208, and A211)
at the C-terminal lobe, and it does not appear to be a residue that is dominant in
transferring or receiving information. Thus, the correlations of K202 from the MD
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approach could explain why it does not destabilize the LR5 repeat or hinder LR5's
binding to apoE-DMPC. On the other hand, A211 is a residue that transmits information
to its many correlated amino acids. Like F179, A211 has several similar significant
couplings as E187 (e.g., P175, F181, H190, S191, G198, P199, and K204). However, when
mutated to an alanine, A211 did not prevent the LR5 module from folding in the
presence of calcium [40]. It is possible that of the non-conserved residues at the C-
terminal lobe, A211 could have the most effect on the LR5 structure. A211 is also the last
residue of the repeat and could be necessary for providing linkage to the LR6 module for
the entire receptor to be fold.
Therefore, the expanded energetic pathway diagram constructed from the strong
correlations identified by the MD approach provides a larger picture of what role
structurally and functionally significant residues play in maintaining the folding and
binding integrity of the LR5 module.
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Figure 4-5: Extended connected energetic pathways of LR5. The energetic diagram
was expanded to include residues that contribute to the folding and binding integrity of
the LR5 module. E207 is another residue that coordinates the calcium ion, along with
the backbone carbonyls of W193 and G198. E187 and F179 have similar correlations to
highly conserved residues and non-conserved amino acids in the N-terminal lobe. The
conservation of each residue was defined in [40].
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Figure 4-6: Comparisons of correlations of E187 and non-conserved residues. The
correlations of E187 include two highly conserved residues, four non-conserved residues
in the N-terminal lobe, and three non-conserved residues in the C-terminal lobe. K202
does not appear to be strongly correlated to any residue, whereas A211, similar to E187,
is coupled to one highly conserved residue, four non-conserved residues in the N-
terminal lobe, and four non-conserved residues in the C-terminal lobe. The conservation
of each residue was defined in [40].
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
To gain insight into the structure and dynamics of the LDL receptor, HMMs and
MD were used to identify correlations between distant residues in a protein structure.
Modeling the secondary structural elements of a protein, HMMs discovered residues
correlated by coevolution, whereas MD simulations and cross-correlation analyses
determined residues coupled by motion. Together, the two techniques produced a more
comprehensive collection of highly coupled residue pairs. The LR5 module is significant
because it is essential to the LDL-LDL receptor binding that maintains cholesterol
homeostasis within the blood [18]. Moreover, LDLR is an important protein to study
because it is a prototype for a class of transmembrane receptors, and its LR1-7 repeats
are one of the most common extracellular modules in the protein sequence database [16].
Hence, any insights gained from the study of long-range correlated residues can be
extended to other cell-surface receptors.
The HMM and MD approaches identified strong correlations between residues
involved in calcium ion coordination and apoE-LR5 binding. Both techniques
discovered the correlation from C195 to H190, which is possibly due to structural
constraints within the LR5 module. Since the Monte Carlo sampling used in the
simulated annealing algorithm was inadequate, only energetic pathways constructed
from the residue couplings from the MD method were reviewed extensively. The
resulting energetic diagrams consisted of conserved and non-conserved residues that
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were postulated to help maintain the structural and binding integrity of the ligand-
binding repeat. When changed, residues from which information can be transferred and
residues with many significant correlations are believed to have a larger impact on the
LR5 module, than residues with a few highly coupled relationships and residues that
receive information from the amino acids that they are correlated to. For example, E187
is an important residue that can transmit information to many amino acids that it is
correlated to; when it is mutated, E187 hinders the LR5 structure from proper folding
and binding [41]. It is functionally correlated to H190, which was hypothesized to be
directly involved in the binding of lipoprotein [40]. Together, E187 and H190 are
coupled with G198 and W193, residues that coordinate the calcium ion, thus potentially
demonstrating how the LR5 structure and function are related.
Like E187, F179 has many strong correlations, one of which is to E207, a highly
conserved acidic amino acid that coordinates calcium. F179 is also one of the non-
conserved residues at the N-terminal lobe implicated for apoE-DMPC binding. Another
example of how folding is associated with binding can be observed through the
correlations from S205 to P175 and H190, where S205 was postulated to indirectly
influence the calcium binding affinity, and P175 and H190 are both non-conserved
amino acids in the N-terminal lobe of the LR5 repeat [40]. Of the non-conserved
residues in the C-terminal lobe which do not appear to be crucial to proper folding or
binding, K202 does not have any strong correlations, thus confirming its relatively minor
role. A211, on the other hand, has several couplings similar to those of E187, which
would contradict the hypothesis concerning non-conserved amino acids in the C-
terminal lobe. Hence, the connected energetic pathways of the LR5 module have
provided insights into the relationship between structure and function of the LR5 repeat.
5.1 Future Work
Computational simulations can be designed to validate the correlations
identified by the MD approach. For instance, a study that verifies the correlations of
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E187 can be performed by running a free-energy simulation that computes the free-
energy difference between the wild type LR5 and a "blocked" LR5 structure (i.e., a
structure where E187 and the residue i to which it is significantly correlated cannot see
each other). The free-energy simulation can use CHARMM's block command to
partition the LR5 module into "blocks" in order to control the interactions among them
[34]. For each residue i that E187 is strongly coupled to, that amino acid i can be
partitioned into one block while E187 and the remainder of the LR5 module are
allocated as two separate blocks. The interactions between E187 and amino acid i can be
removed to determine the significance of their correlation.
The free-energy difference between the wild type and "blocked" LR5 structures
can be computed to verify that the lack of contact between E187 and residue i results in a
less favorable LR5 conformation (e.g., a conformation where the calcium binding affinity
is reduced). Further, the change in free-energy for each LR5 variant with residue i in its
own block can be compared to the Z-score of the correlation from E187 to residue i in
order to determine whether there exists a relationship between the free-energy
difference and the Z-score (i.e., a larger positive change in free-energy, which is
associated with less favorable LR5 conformations, would correspond to a high Z-score
for the correlation between E187 and residue i and vice versa).
Likewise, residues to which E187 is weakly coupled can be subjected to the same
"blocking" simulation. A negligible change in free-energy between the wild type and
"blocked" LR5 structures would be expected since the MD cross-correlation analysis
suggests that the LR5 module would not strongly depend on the weak correlations of
E187. These free-energy simulations can also be performed for other structurally or
functionally significant residues, such as F179 and S205, and further validated
experimentally. Consequently, the long-range correlations and energetic pathways of
the LR5 repeat can be used to help design novel therapies to improve the LDL-LDL
receptor binding deficiency in patients with FH, which can possibly be extended to
individuals with other forms of cardiovascular disease.
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Appendix A
Simulated Annealing Source Code
% FILE NAME: runsim15.m
% OBJECTIVE: Run simulated annealing algorithm for 10 aligned
% LR5 sequences for the following defined inputs.
clear
N=38;
hcol=12;
ycol=38;
npcol=[38];
minsteps=20000;
To=90;
simannealdec15;
% number of states, including END state
% number of columns in matrix hO
% number of columns in matrix Y
% array of column numbers not to be perturbed
% minimum number of time steps for sampling at
% each temperature
% initial temperature
% run simulated annealing protocol
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% FILE NAME: simannealdec15.m
% OBJECTIVE: Find the most optimal HMM by minimizing the absolute
% energy function.
% *********************************************************************
% INITIALIZATION
% use the same pseudo-random sequence
rand('state',0);
% initialize transition matrix (phi) to a diagonal of 1's one-off
% the diagonal, so phi(i+l,i)=, and everything else=O.
% result is s1->s2->s3->...->sN
TMi=[zeros(l,N); eye(N-1,N)]; % current transition matrix
TMi(N,N)=1;
TMiprev=TMi;
TMbest=TMi; % most optimal transition matrix
sampn=100; % number of random changes for a transition matrix
% create array of columns that can be perturbed
lennp=length(npcol);
pcol=zeros(l,N-lennp);
if (lennp==0)
pcol=(l:N);
else
colcounter=1;
j=1;
i=1;
didBreak=false;
while (i<=N)
if (j>lennp)
didBreak=true;
break;
else
if (i-=npcol(j))
pcol(colcounter)=i;
colcounter=colcounter+1;
else
j=j+1;
end
i=i+l;
end
end
if (didBreak)
pcol(colcounter:length(pcol))=i:N;
end
end
pcolsize=length(pcol);
% read in probabilities of residues existing in a given secondary
% structure element from file into output probability matrix hO
% hO: 28 x 12 matrix
% rows: 1st 26 rows are A-Z (B,J,O,U,X,Z represent gaps),
% 27th row is a gap, 28th row is END state
% columns: 1st 11 columns correspond to secondary structure
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elements listed in Table 3 of Structural Analysis paper
by Stultz et al, 1993; 12th column is END state
fid=fopen('hO.txt');
[hO,count]=fscanf(fid,'%e', [hcol,inf]);
fclose(fid);
hO=hO';
% values of states (C=coil, T=turn, E=strand, S=bend, G=3-10 helix)
% [C C C T T C E E C T T S C E E C G G G T T S S S C C S T T T G G
% G T T C C END]
sclass=[8 8 8 5 6 8 9 9 8 5 6 8 8 9 9 8 5 6 8 5 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 5 6 8 5 6
8 5 6 8 8 12];
% initial probability state distribution vector, x1
xl=zeros(N,1);
xl(1,1)=1;
% read in observables (10 aligned sequences)
load('lr5matrixNgap-11-8-05.txt');
Y=lr5matrixNgap_11_8_05;
Y=Y';
Y(length(Y)+1,:)=28; % add END state
Ti=To; % current temperature
Tf=O; % final temperature
Tarr=zeros(l,1); % array of decrementing temperatures
% for a given temperature
Eabs=zeros(l,minsteps); % array of absolute energies of accepted steps
Eavg=zeros(l,minsteps); % array of average energies of accepted steps
EavgT=zeros(1,1); % array of average energies of accepted steps
eAvgTi=0; % current index of EavgT array
Ebest=intmax; % lowest absolute energy
Eprev=intmax; % absolute energy of previously accepted step
k=1; % Boltzmann constant (not a physical system)
% choosing columns as opposed to elements since changing 2 elements at
% a time is not an independent process, but changes in columns are
% independent of one another, where columns represent the state we are
% leaving and rows represent the state we are transitioning to
D=ones(l,N-1)*l; % array of step size 1 indexed by columns
maxD=1; % maximum step size
minD=10^-4; % minimum step size
A=zeros(l,N-1); % array of # of accepted steps indexed by columns
G=zeros(l,N-1); % array of # of generated trials indexed by columns
ari=0.5; % ideal average acceptance ratio
% variables for decrementing temperature
v=1; % thermodynamic distance
heurconst=0.25; % constant heuristic factor
artotal=0; % total average acceptance ratio
arcutoff=0.6; % acceptance ratio cutoff for high temperatures
tau=0; % relaxation time of chain to reach equilibrium
tauLB=minsteps*0.001; % lower bound on tau value
stdE=0; % rms fluctuations in energy of Markov chain
dT=O; % amount Ti needs to be decremented by
tauArr=zeros(1,1); % array of taus of accepted steps
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tauTArr=zeros(1,1); % array of Ti's corresponding to tauArr elements
stopVal=lOA-4;
stepCount=O;
% cutoff for stopping condition
% # of Monte Carlo time steps per temperature
% booleans
isHighT=true; % is temperature high?
isPlot=false; % plot?
isDone=false; % is the stopping criterion satisfied?
isDecTemp=false; % should temperature be decremented?
firstCall=true; % is this the first call?
taucutoff=5*minsteps; % max number of multiples of minsteps
% write simulation output to text file
fname=strcat('OUTPUT-',num2str(date),'.txt');
fidl=fopen(fname, 'wt');
% SIMULATED ANNEALING
tic % start time
while (Ti > Tf)
disp(['******** T = ' num2str(Ti) '
fprintf(fidl,'******** T = %s ********\r\n',[num2str(Ti)]);
% for each temperature, run for min number of Monte Carlo time steps
for i=1:minsteps
stepCount=stepCount+1;
for j=l:sampn
% MAKE RANDOM CHANGES TO TRANSITION MATRIX
coli=pcol(round(rand*(pcolsize-l)+l)); % pick a column
elt1=round(rand*(N-1)+1); % pick 2 row indices of the column
elt2=round(rand*(N-1)+1);
while (eltl==elt2) % make sure indices are not the same
elt2=round(rand*(N-1)+1);
end
end
elt1v=TMi(elt1,coli);
elt2v=TMi(elt2,coli);
d=D(coli);
uboundl=eltlv+d;
lbound1=max(eltlv-d,0);
ubound2=elt2v+d;
lbound2=max(elt2v-d,0);
neweltlv=(rand*(uboundl-lboundl))+lboundl;
newelt2v=(rand*(ubound2-lbound2))+lbound2;
TMi(eltl,coli)=neweltlv;
TMi(elt2,coli)=newelt2v;
TMi(:,coli)=TMi(:,coli)/sum(TMi(:,coli)); % normalize column
% CALCULATE ENERGY OF CURRENT TRANSITION MATRIX
G(coli)=G(coli)+l; % increment # of generated trials
Ei=-dbf2(TMi,hO,xl,sclass,Y); % compute energy of Markov chain
% ACCEPT TRANSITION MATRIX BASED ON METROPOLIS ACCEPTANCE CRITERION
% (OR BOLTZMANN DISTRIBUTION)
if (Ei <= Eprev) % current energy is lower or equal to
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A(coli)=A(coli)+l; % accept current time step
Eabs(stepCount)=Ei; % store absolute energy
if (stepCount == 1) % calculate and store average energy
Eavg(stepCount)=Ei;
else
Eavg(stepCount)=(Ei+((stepCount-l)*
Eavg(stepCount-1)))/stepCount;
end
Eprev=Ei;
TMiprev=TMi;
if (Ei < Ebest)
Ebest=Ei;
TMbest=TMi;
end
else % current energy is higher
% At high temperatures, Boltzmann distribution is -1, so time
% steps are always accepted. At low temperatures, Boltzmann
% distribution is very low, so the acceptance ratio is lower.
% However, the acceptance ratio will fluctuate because of the
% acceptance ratio method, which changes the step size in order
% to maintain the ideal acceptance ratio value of 0.5, so step
% sizes are adjusted such that high acceptance ratios are
% decreased and low acceptance ratios are increased.
% Since we are using the acceptance ratio method, that means we
% are dependent on data of all previous states, not just the
% last state we were at, which means this is not a Markovian
% process, rather a pseudo-Markovian process, but we are
% sacrificing the Markovian process in order to have better
% sampling of the HMM space.
dE=Ei-Eprev;
p=exp(-dE/(k*Ti)); % calculate Boltzmann distribution
if (p >= rand)
A(coli)=A(coli)+l; % accept current time step
Eabs(stepCount)=Ei; % store absolute energy
if (stepCount == 1) % calculate and store average energy
Eavg(stepCount)=Ei;
else
Eavg(stepCount)=(Ei+((stepCount-l)*
Eavg(stepCount-1)))/stepCount;
end
Eprev=Ei;
TMiprev=TMi;
else
Eabs(stepCount)=Eprev; % store energy of previous chain
if (stepCount == 1) % calculate, store average energy
Eavg(stepCount)=Eprev;
else
Eavg(stepCount)=(Eprev+((stepCount-l)*
Eavg(stepCount-1)))/stepCount;
end
TMi=TMiprev; % use previously accepted transition matrix
end
end
end
disp([' stepCount = num2str(stepCount) ', last Eavg(Ti) =
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num2str(Eavg(stepCount))])
fprintf(fidl,' stepCount = %s, last Eavg(Ti) = %s\n'
num2str(stepCount),num2str(Eavg(stepCount)));
% DEFINE ANNEALING SCHEDULE
stdE=std(Eabs); % calculate rms fluctuation in Markov chain's
% energy as a function of average energy
artotal=sum(A)/sum(G); % compute average total acceptance ratio
disp([' artotal = ' num2str(artotal) ', stdE = ' num2str(stdE)])
fprintf(fidl,' artotal = %s, stdE = %s\n',num2str(artotal),
num2str(stdE));
% CURVE FIT TO EXPONENTIAL DECAY TO CALCULATE TAU
if ((artotal > arcutoff) && isHighT) % acceptance ratio > cutoff
dT=(heurconst*Ti*Ti)/stdE; % calculate change in temperature
disp([' when artotal > arcutoff: dT = ' num2str(dT)])
fprintf(fidl,' when artotal > arcutoff: dT = %s\n',num2str(dT));
isDecTemp=true;
eAvgTi=eAvgTi+l;
Tarr(eAvgTi)=Ti; % store current temperature
EavgT(eAvgTi)=Eavg(stepCount); % store average energy
else % acceptance ratio <= cutoff
isHighT=false;
x=l:stepCount;
y=Eavg(1:stepCount);
% ESTIMATE STARTING POINT FOR CURVE FITTING
estC=Eavg(stepCount); % using a*exp(-x/b)+c
estA=abs(Eavg(l)-estC);
findEavg=abs(Eavg(l)-(estA*(l-(l/exp(l)))));
estB=find(Eavg<=findEavg);
if (length(estB) > 0)
estB=estB(l);
else
estB=round(stepCount/3);
end
disp([' estB = num2str(estB)])
% check for bad estimated tau value, and if so, do not do a fit
if ((estB < tauLB) 11 (abs(Eavg(l)-Eavg(stepCount)) < 0.01))
% The chain is relaxed in this case because the estimated tau
% value is below the lower bound value of tau, such that the
% condition of # of minsteps > 3*estimated-tau is met
dT=(heurconst*Ti*Ti)/stdE; % calculate change in temperature
disp([' tau-estimated < tau-lowerbound: dT = ' num2str(dT)]);
fprintf(fidl,' tau-estimated < tau-lower-bound: dT = %s\n',
num2str(dT));
isDecTemp=true;
eAvgTi=eAvgTi+l;
Tarr(eAvgTi)=Ti; % store current temperature
EavgT(eAvgTi)=Eavg(stepCount); % store average energy
% plots for debugging purposes
% figure; subplot(2,1,1); plot(x,y);
% strTitle=strcat('Unable to Fit: Average Energy at Ti=',
% num2str(Ti),', AR=',num2str(artotal));
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% title(strTitle);
% xlabel('Time steps');ylabel('Average Energy');
% grid
% subplot(2,1,2); plot(l:stepCount,Eabs(1:stepCount));
% title('Absolute Energy of Accepted Time Steps');
% xlabel('Time steps');ylabel('Absolute Energy');
% grid
% legend('off');
% isPlot=true;
else % do a fit
opts=fitoptions('Method','Nonlinear','Normalize','On',
'MaxFunEvals',intmax,'TolFun',le-4,
'TolX',le-2);
ftype=fittype('a*exp(-x/b)+c','options',opts);
startPt=[estA estB estC]; % [a b c]
guessA=estA;
guessB=estB;
guessC=estC;
isFit=false;
isChangeA=true;
while (-isFit) % ensure line is fit by changing start point
try
fitl=fit(x',y',ftype,'StartPoint',
[guessA guessB guessC]); % fit curve
isFit=true;
catch
if ((guessA >= (estA*0.8)) && (isChangeA))
guessA=guessA-0.1; % decrement estimate of a
else
isChangeA=false;
end
if (-isChangeA)
guessA=estA; % reset estimate of a
guessB=guessB-O.1; % decrement estimate of b
end
guessC=guessC;
end
end
% disp(opts);
disp(fitl);
fprintf(fidl,'FITTED\n');
coeffs=coeffvalues(fiti);
a=coeffs(1);
b=coeffs(2);
c=coeffs(3);
% plots for debugging purposes
% figure; subplot(2,1,1); plot(fitl,x,y);
% strTitle=strcat('Fitted: Average Energy at Ti=',
% num2str(Ti), ', AR=',num2str(artotal));
% title(strTitle);
% xlabel('Time steps');ylabel('Average Energy');
% grid
% subplot(2,1,2); plot(1:stepCount,Eabs(l:stepCount));
% title('Absolute Energy of Accepted Time Steps');
% xlabel('Time steps');ylabel('Absolute Energy');
% grid
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% legend('off');
% isPlot=true;
tau=b;
if (tau >= 0) % check for negative tau
if (stepCount > (3*tau))
dT=(v*Ti*Ti)/(tau*stdE); % compute change in temp
isDecTemp=true;
eAvgTi=eAvgTi+l;
Tarr(eAvgTi)=Ti; % store current temperature
EavgT(eAvgTi)=Eavg(stepCount); % store avg energy
if (firstCall) % keep track of tau
firstCall=false;
tauArr(1)=tau;
tauTArr(l) =Ti;
else
tauArr=[tauArr tau];
tauTArr=[tauTArr Ti];
end
disp([' minsteps > (3*tau): dT num2str(dT)])
fprintf(fidl,' minsteps > (3*tau): dT = %s\n',
num2str(dT));
end
end
end
end
% UPDATE STEP SIZES, COMPUTE ACCEPTANCE RATIO
for i=:N-1 % update step sizes of each column
ar=0;
if (G(i) ~ 0)
ar=A(i)/G(i); % compute average acceptance ratio
end
if ((ar ~ 0) && (log(ar) ~ 0)) % handle divide by 0
D(i)=(D(i)*log(ari))/log(ar);
if (D(i) > maxD)
D(i)=maxD;
end
if (D(i) < minD) % ensure d(phi(i,j))/dTi = 0 for all i,j
D(i)=minD;
end
end
end
% DECREMENT TEMPERATURE
if ((isDecTemp) 11 (stepCount >= taucutoff))
isDecTemp=false; % bool for whether need to update Ti, AR
if (stepCount >= taucutoff) % stop condition on chain relaxation
% to shorten simulation time
dT=(heurconst*Ti*Ti)/stdE;
eAvgTi=eAvgTi+l;
Tarr(eAvgTi)=Ti; % store current temperature
EavgT(eAvgTi)=Eavg(stepCount); % store average energy
end
if (dT > (Ti/2)) % check for min(dT, Ti/2)
dT=Ti/2;
end
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Ti=Ti-dT; % decrement current Ti
Eabs=0;Eabs=zeros(1,minsteps); % reset variables
Eavg=0;Eavg=zeros(l,minsteps);
stepCount=0;
A=zeros(l,N-1);
G=zeros(l,N-1);
end
if (isPlot)
isPlot=false;
% create unique filename and print plot to file
fname=strcat('T=',num2str(Ti),'--AR=',artotal);
print('-dtiff', fname);
end
% CHECK IF SATISFY STOP CRITERION, starting at AR < 30%
if (artotal < 0.3) % 0.3 as acceptance ratio cutoff is ar
lastEavg=EavgT(eAvgTi);
prevEAvgTi=eAvgTi-1;
if (prevEAvgTi >= 1) % check if >=2 time steps occurred
dEdT=(lastEavg-EavgT(prevEAvgTi))/(Tarr(eAvgTi)-
Tarr(prevEAvgTi));
dEdTE=abs(dEdT/lastEavg);
if (dEdTE < stopVal) % stop if derivative of Eavg w
isDone=true;
disp('STOP: dEdTE < eps *****************');
fprintf(fidl,'STOP: dEdTE < eps *********');
end
end
end
if (isDone) % check whether met stop criteria
break;
end
end
fclose(fidl);
bitrary
rt Ti is -0
% write outputs to file
fname=strcat('OUTPUT-',num2str(minsteps),'-steps-',num2str(Ti),'.txt');
fid=fopen(fname, 'wt');
fprintf(fid,'%s %s\n','Lowest Absolute Energy: ',num2str(Ebest));
fprintf(fid,'%s %s\n','Final Temperature: ',num2str(Ti));
fprintf(fid,'%s %s\n','Final Acceptance Ratio: ',num2str(artotal));
fprintf(fid,'%s\n','Transition Matrix: ');
for i=1:N
fprintf(fid,'%s\n', [num2str(TMbest(i,:))]);
end
fclose(fid);
% plot average energy over temperature
figure;
subplot(3,1,1);plot(Tarr,EavgT,'o-');
title('Average Energy of Accepted Steps vs Temperature');
xlabel('Temperature'); ylabel('Average Energy');
grid
subplot(3,1,2);plot(log(Tarr),EavgT,'o-');
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title('Average Energy of Accepted Steps vs Logarithmic Temperature');
xlabel('Logarithmic Temperature');ylabel('Average Energy');
grid
subplot(3,1,3);plot(tauTArr,tauArr,'o-');
title('Tau of Accepted Steps at Acceptance Ratio < 0.6');
xlabel('Temperature'); ylabel('Tau');
grid
% create unique filename and print plot to file
fname=strcat('Eavg-vs-T-for-',num2str(date),'--',num2str(minsteps),
'-steps.tiff');
print('-dtiff', fname);
toc % stop time
return
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Appendix B
Molecular Dynamics Simulation
Source Code
* MD SIMULATION FOR LR5 USING EXPLICIT SOLVENT MODEL
*
BOMLev -1
* PARAMETERS
set 0 JOB: run dynamics on LR5
set inpsf /home/jwlin/md/data/solv/lr5_2ndsolv
* set inir /home/jwlin/md/data/coor/lr5_dyna
* set outlr /home/jwlin/md/data/coor/lr5_dyna-1
set t 300.0
set 1 50000
set watpot /home/jwlin/md/data/wat25.pot
READ TOPOLOGY AND PARAMETERS FILES
open read unit 1 card name -
/home/jwlin/md/data/top.inp
read rtf unit 1 card
close unit 1
open read unit 1 card name -
/home/jwlin/md/data/par-ace.inp
read para unit 1 card
close unit 1
READ LR5 PSF
open read unit 1 card name @inpsf.psf
read psf card unit 1
close unit 1
READ COORDINATES OF LR5
open read unit 1 card name @inlr.crd
read coor card unit 1
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close unit 1
FIX CENTER OF LR5 AT CD2 OF PHE7 OF LR5
cons fix select atom lr5 7 cd2 end
SOLVENT BOUNDARY POTENTIAL
open read unit 1 formatted name @watpot
sbound read unit 1
close unit 1
SET UP POTENTIAL, APPLY TO OXYGEN ATOMS ONLY
sbound set xreference 0.0 yreference 0.0 zreference 0.0 -
assign 1 select ( resname wat .and. type oh2 ) end
NON-BONDED SPECIFICATIONS
stream /home/jwlin/md/data/nbond.spec
FIX BOND LENGTHS
shake bonh tolerance 1.0e-6 parameter
OPEN SOME FILES FOR READING AND WRITING DATA
open unit 11 read formatted name @inlr.res
open unit 12 write formatted name @outlr.res
open unit 13 write unformatted name @outlr.cor
USE CPT LEAPFROG INTEGRATOR AS THIS IS PARALLEL
dynamics cpt leap restart timestep 0.002 nstep @1 firstt @t -
finalt @t tconst tcoup 5.0 tref @t nprint 1000 -
iprfrq 5000 inbfrq -1 nsavcrd 50 isvfrq 1000 iunrea 11 -
iunwri 12 iuncrd 13
open write unit 1 formatted name @outlr.crd
write coor card unit 1
* @0
* COORdinates
* DYNAMICS RUN
* MD STEPS=@1 TEMP=@t
*
open write unit 1 formatted name @outlr.pdb
write coor pdb unit 1
* @0
* PDB
* DYNAMICS RUN
* MD STEPS=@l TEMP=@t
*
close unit 1
stop
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Appendix C
Cross-Correlation Analysis Source
Code
% FILE NAME:
% OBJECTIVE:
corr_2nsca.m
Compute autocorrelation
pairs at different time
trajectory.
and cross-correlation of residue
intervals, using the 2nd ns
% first time point (in ns)
% last time point (in ns)
% load alpha carbon coordinate files
for i=ptl:10:ptn
t=num2str(i);
eval(['lr' t '=load(''data/ca/lr5_'
end
% calculate displacement of center of
avg= lravg= (';
for i=ptl:10:(ptn-1)
t=num2str(i);
avg=[avg 'lr' t '+'];
t '_2ns.txt'');']);
mass from mean
end
avg=[avg 'lr1000)/100;'];
eval(avg); % calculate the average of all structure coordinates
for i=ptl:10:ptn
t=num2str(i);
% subtract the average from each structure
eval(['lr' t '=lr' t '-lravg;'));
end
% create matrix of residues represented by alpha carbons
cms= 'cm= ';
for i=ptl:10:ptn
cms=[cms 'lr' num2str(i) ';'];
end
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pt1=10;
ptn=1000;
cms=[cms '];'];
eval(cms);
% calculate the rmsd of each alpha C atom per residue
eval(['cm=sqrt(sum(cm.*cm,2));']);
% create cross correlation inputs
totpt=(ptn-ptl)/10+1;
totptS=num2str(totpt)
for i=1:37
n=num2str(i);
eval('r' n '=cm(' n ':37:' num2str(totpt*37) ');'j);
end
% compute cross-correlation on displacement vector and
% fit cross correlation of residue pair over time
taus='tau=[';
avals='aval=[';
for i=1:37
n1=num2str(i);
for j=1:37
n2=num2str(j);
% text string for residue pair
pair=['r' n1 '_' n2];
% compute cross-correlation values
eval([pair '=xcorr(r' n1 ',r' n2 ');']);
eval([pair '=' pair '(' totptS ':length(' pair '));']);
% settings for fitting to exponential decay function
eval(['high=max(' pair ');']);
eval(['low=min(' pair ');');
eval(['first=' pair '(1);'j);
eval(['last=' pair '(length(' pair '));']);
eval(['opts=fitoptions(''Method'',''NonlinearLeastSquares'',
''MaxFunEvals'',intmax,''MaxIter'',intmax,
''Lower'',[' num2str(low) ' -Infi,
''Upper'', [' num2str(high) ' Inf],
''TolFun'',le-2,''TolX'',le-2);']);
eval(['ftype=fittype(''a*exp(-x/b)'', ''options'',opts);']);
% estimate a, b for exponential decay function
sign='<';
if first < last
sign='>';
end
eval(['estB=find(' pair sign '=(' num2str(first) '/exp(l)));']);
% if no estimate for b, then choose 30 (-1/3 of 100 time points)
if length(estB) == 0
estB=[30];
end
% initialize start point for fitting function
startpt=[',''StartPoint'',[' num2str(first) ' estB(1)]'];
eval(['f=fit([1:' totptS ']'',' pair ',ftype' startpt ');']);
eval(['coeff=coeffvalues(f);']);
% get values of a, b from fitting
eval(['a' n1 '_' n2 '=coeff(1);']);
eval(['tau' n1 '_' n2 '=coeff(2);']);
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% debugging print statements
% disp([pair ': ' num2str(coeff(l)) ', ' num2str(coeff(2)) ' =
% num2str(first) ', ' num2str(estB(1))]);
avals=[avals 'a' n1 '_' n2 '
taus=[taus 'tau' n1 '_' n2 '
end
% collect the values of a, b (or tau)
avals=[avals ';'];
taus=[taus ';'];
end
avals=[avals '];'];
taus=[taus '];'];
eval(avals);
eval(taus);
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